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Summary of the Quarter September – November 2014 
 

 

Objective of the project: To provide sustainable livelihood to the poorest communities in the two blocks of 

Vanur and Marakkanam in the Villupuram District that fall within the Kaluveli bio-region, utilizing the 

strengths of research, development and innovation from within the Auroville community. 

 
IRD-SEDAB (Sustainable Enterprises Development in Auroville Bio-Region) project was sanctioned by Ministry of Rural 

Development, Government of India and the Department of Rural Development, Government of Tamilnadu with 

Tamilnadu Corporation for the Development of Women (TNCDW) as the nodal agency. It was launched in June, 2012. 

The project aims to create in the Auroville bio-region several sustainable and innovative rural enterprises over a three-

year period in two blocks of the Viluppuram District of Tamilnadu.  

 

Since the project sanction came about three years from the time of the proposal writing, major emphasis was given on 

a baseline survey on the existing socio-economic situation and the current livelihood preferences of the beneficiaries 

proposed. This early efforts resulted in changing the scope of the enterprises and thereby ensure safeguard of the 

investments. As per the guidelines, assets created will be owned by Community Based Organizations and be located in  

public and/or beneficiaries allocated lands, so as to make sure that it could be accessed by the community beyond the 

project duration as well. The project implementation saw the involvement of several government departments and 

officials of various departments who provided their assistance to implement the project. Many have visited the project 

implementation to directly experience and understand the project execution and the innovative practices that are 

adopted in this project.  

 

Summary of Enterprises under SEDAB: A table summarizing the progress of other enterprises is given below. 

The details of each of the enterprises/ventures and their progress is outlines in the subsequent section. 

Enterprise Milestones in the Project 
 

No. Particulars 

No. of 
Beneficiaries  
as on 
30.11.2014 

Current status 

1 Employment Based Capacity  Building 
 

1.1 Bamboo Products 12 Monitoring 

1.2 Quilt Making  - Beads based enterprise 15 Training & Monitoring 

1.3 Auroville Institute of Applied Technology 210 Facilitation & Monitoring 

1.4 Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College 197 Facilitation & Monitoring 

 434  
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2 Cottage Based Enterprises 
 

2.1 Paper Based Products 
 

2.1.1 Paper based products ( Well Paper) 10 
Training & Monitoring 
 

2.1.2 Hammock Production Unit    

 Batch -1 10 Training and Facilitation 

 Batch-2 10 
Training & Market Feasibility and 
research  

2.1.3 Lampshade Production Unit 15 Training & Market research 

2.2 Village beautician & women's hygiene consultant   

 Batch 1 22 Facilitation & Monitoring 

 Batch  2 24 Training & Monitoring 

2.3 Organic Sanitary Napkin 
 

2.3.1 Eco femme - Decentralized Enterprise 10 
Facilitation & Monitoring 
 

2.4 Eco Friendly  
 

2.4.1 
Eco friendly bags (Small Steps) - De centralized 
Enterprise 

42 Facilitation & Monitoring 

2.4.2 Kamalam sales outlet for SEDAB Products 3 Facilitation & Monitoring 

2.4.3 Eco friendly - Advance Tailoring  
 

  

  Batch 1 7 Facilitation & Monitoring 

  Batch 2 8 Facilitation & Monitoring 

  Batch 3 8 Facilitation & Monitoring 

  Batch 4 6  Facilitation &Monitoring 

 Batch 5  10 Training 

    185   

3 Natural Resources Based enterprises 
 

3.1 E – Block 
 

3.1.1 E-Block 13 Facilitation 

3.1.2 E – Block – Pottery 15 Training  

3.1.3 E-Block Boomyarpalyam 30 Social Mobilization &Training 

3.2 Spirulina Production 
 

  Unit 1 Nadukuppam 15 Facilitation & Monitoring 

  Unit 2 Kodur 40 Facilitation & Monitoring 

  Unit 3 K.N.Palayam 15 Training & Monitoring 

  Unit 4  Vanur 20 Training 

3.3 Herbal Production Unit  
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3.3.1 Amirtha - Herbal Production 15 Facilitation & Monitoring 

3.3.2 Meera Herbal Food Processing 13 Training & Monitoring 

3.3.3 Herbal cultivation 40 Training  

3.4 Village Botanist 
 

  Unit 1- Nadukuppam 20 Monitoring 

  Unit 2-Sevidankuppam 15 Training 

3.5 Venom Extraction  42 
Awaiting Permissions & New 
Enterprise creation 

    293   
    

912 
  

  Total No. of Beneficiaries   
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Important Milestones of the Project 

 

 

 

Date Progress of the Project Agency 

17/10/2011 
 Letter from MoRD on  Approval of SEDAB Project by PAC on 05.10.2011 (J-
17011/03/2008-SGSY-II(SP)) GOI, MoRD 

25/10/2011 
 Letter from MoRD  on Approval of SEDAB Project by PAC on 05.10.2011 (J-
17011/03/2008-SGSY-II(SP)) GOI, MoRD 

02/11/2011 
Approval of SEDAB Project by PAC on 05.10.2011 communication from 
TNCDW TNCDW 

16/01/2012 
J-17034/03/2008/03-SGSY-II (SP)   release of Ist instalment of 142.53 lakhsto 
TNCDW GOI, MoRD 

16/05/2012 MOU signed by TNCDW TNCDW 

28/05/2012 Proceedings of the meeting reg release of Ist instalment of 142.53 lakhs TNCDW 

14/07/2012 Workshop on Design, Packaging and Branding for APOs and APDs TNCDW 

14/09/2012 Communication on 1st review Meeting  on 26.09.2012 TNCDW 

14/12/2012 Communication on 2nd review meeting on 26.12.2012 TNCDW 

16/05/2013 
Proceedings of the meeting reg release of Ist instalment of 47.51 Lakhs state 
share TNCDW 

29/05/2013 
Sustainable Agriculture Training Programme for PVP CPs and APDs from 
Cuddalore and Villupuram PVP 

18/07/2013 
Mr.C.V.Shankar , Principal secreatary , Ministry of Rural Development and 
Panchayat raj  Visit  DRD&PA 

20/09/2013 Participated in the state level exhibition for SHG products, Chennai TNCDW 

09/11/2013 
Dr. Harjeeth Anand I.A.S.(Ex - Chief Secretary Delhi ) & Advisory Member To 
Auroville Governing Board  Visit  - 

29/11/2013 SARAS, Tirunelveli - National Level SHG products exhibition TNCDW 

09/12/2013 Reg 6th Review meeting on 12.12.2013 TNCDW 

20/12/2013 Participated in the state level exhibition for SHG products, Chennai TNCDW 

01/03/2014 Every Monday: Regular Sales at the District Collectorate, Villupuram  DRDA 

22/05/2014 J-17034/03/2008/SGSY-II (SP)  reg release of 2nd instalment of 285.06 lakhs GOI, MoRD 

29/05/2014 
Proceedings of the meeting reg release of 2nd instalment of 285.06 Lakhs 
Central share TNCDW 

24/07/2014 
Mr. Radha , Project Director , DRDA Villupuram District   & Project Incharge  
Mahaliar Thittam Villupuram  Visit DRDA 

05/09/2014 
Participated in the COLLEGE BAZAAR campus exhibition organized for SHG 
produce in Villupuram district DRDA 

12/09/2014 Participated in the state level exhibition for SHG products, Chennai TNCDW 

13/10/2014 
requesting the list of deliverables and performances of the projects for the 
last two years TNCDW 

16/09/2014 Mr. Anand, IFS , DFO Villupuram District Visit Dept. of Forest  

30/09/2014 
APOs of TNSRLM and Gingee women’s group visited the Nadukuppam women 
enterprises and Auroville  TNSRLM  

15/10/2014 Participated in an exhibition of 'IAS Officers Mess' in Chennai  - 
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Livelihood Opportunities through Enterprises Building 

Herbal Beautician & Wellness Consultant 

 

Concept:  

 

There is huge potential for creating successful enterprises in the sector of health and beauty. Based on 

surveys conducted in the Kaluveli region of Tamilnadu, it has been noticed that beauty parlors are regularly 

visited primarily by women from the ages between 14 to 

45 and that there is a growing capacity, even in 

economically less fortunate areas, to afford such services.  

The most evident concern for providing a healthy, eco-

friendly parlor service has emerged out of the awareness 

that Indian women with darker skin tones face serious side 

effects from the utilization of fairness products. Taking this 

as a starting point, women trained for this enterprise have 

received training through a holistic approach to beauty.  
 

Through the initial informative sessions held to see which 

women may want to receive training, information about working to bring back traditional recipes for 

wellness was shared. Many of the women who have been trained understand the need to source their 

ingredients locally, through sustainable harvesting practices. They also encourage women’s self 

confidence by promoting ‘dark is beautiful,’ and that ‘healthy skin is important, not white skin.’ Although 

many of the natural recipes used have less immediate results, many customers are ready to experiment with 

the healthy alternative as they have already experienced the harmful impacts of chemical whitening 

products.  

 

  

The beautician does not only provide alternatives to 

the harmful chemical products, but  are also trained 

to share their knowledge on what beauty truly can 

be defined as – that beauty is not necessarily only 

confined to their physical appearance, but that it can 

be sourced from within an individual and can be 

displayed through one’s character and actions. By 

encouraging healthy diet, offering massages and 

providing education on hygiene, these women play a 

key role in spreading awareness on many levels 

within their communities. The beneficiaries are trained in Ayurveda to better understand the region’s 

traditional remedies so that they can identify whether a patient is Vata, Pitta or Kapha, and based on this 

they can better advise on diet, and provide them with the right treatments based on their body, character 

and behavior type. The ingredients used are mostly freshly provided and include fruits, vegetables, dairy 

products, natural oils and many herbs. Through this enterprise the range of income can be up to Rs. 10,000 

per month depending on their individual capacity.   
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Herbal Beautician & Wellness Consultants: Batch I Vanur Block 

There have been 22 women trained under the SEDAB Beautician & Wellness Consultant enterprise as part of 

the first batch in the Vanur block in 2013. An additional training course has provided for 12 women over two 

days. They were trained in tying different saree style, and preparing women for special functions by applying 

makeup, haircutting and giving them information on what practical difficulties may arise. Out of 22 women 4 

of them have set up their own parlor in the nearby town and their income is quite high during the marriage 

seasons and their incomes are moderate during the non season. Two of them are working in the parlor (in 

Puducherry) and they are also practicing at home during weekends and marriage seasons. 8 women are 

practicing at home and getting enough income. 8 women are not practicing for health and personal 

problems. The women who are practicing at home are getting enough income during the marriage season. In 

non season period their income range is from Rs.1000 to Rs.2000.  

Achievements: 

 Beauticians are working independently and they buy their cosmetics from the whole sale shop in 

Pondicherry with 10% to 20% discount.  

 Each one is responsible for the administration of their enterprises. Sometimes they ask help and 

advice of our staff or the trainer.  

 Almost all decisions are taken by the group and some time they approach the trainer for assistance. 

 All who are running their beauty shop or employed in a shop are self sustainable in all aspects. But in 

the case of the women who are practicing from home, it will take some time to be self sustainable.  

Challenges: 

 Few beneficiaries are comfortable practicing from home. So work has been done to motivate them to 

work in the existing parlors for some time to gain confidence before starting their own parlor.  

 The caste discrimination within the communities is affecting the business of our Dalit beneficiaries. 

The beneficiaries from the Dalit community are often discriminated by the customers from the other 

caste and they never go to these beneficiaries for service.  

 Friends and relatives have a tendency not to pay for their services immediately. They say that they 

will pay later but actually they forget about it or they make the payment late. 

Group's Contribution to their Enterprise Development: 

They have contributed from Rs.20000 to Rs.2,00,000 to set up their beauty parlors. SEDAB has contributed 

the initial cost as per budget proposed earlier as investment materials. 

Herbal Beautician & Wellness Consultants: Batch II, Marakanam Block 

There have been 24 women trained under the SEDAB Beautician & Wellness Consultant enterprise as part of 

the second batch in the Marakkanam block in 2013. Out of the total, 10 are working from home, providing 
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their services. Another 3 are employed in beauty parlors. 

There are 6 beauticians who have set up their own parlor. 

There are 6 that have stopped for various reasons such as 

study/maternity/or are on a waiting list. From all 

beneficiaries 18 are earning an average of about Rs. 3000. 

Six are achieving higher, with an income of about Rs. 

10,000 per month. There are 4 working from home earning 

little or nothing, as they are giving mostly free services to 

family and neighbors. Over this period, SEDAB has 

supported their training costs and the costs of their 

enterprise work-chair. Support is being given to organize financial loans and organizing from project 

enterprise setup, monthly refresher meet and advance herbal cosmetic recipes. 15th November 2014 – 20 

beauticians met to share their experience and requirement things to need for setup wellness beauty parlor. 

They practiced facial treatments each other, and also clarified about the massage points, tridhosha and 

treatment. This was organized as a refresher course to remind all of the training received and work for 

improvement on difficult areas.  

Marketing: 

Posters have been prepared to provide information and interact with their village women and people to 

promoting herbal beauty treatment.  

Achievements: 

 Six Wellness beauty parlor have been opened. 

 The beneficiaries are promoting indigenous herbal cosmetics through their practice. 

 The beneficiaries are individually earning and their capacity has raised. 

 They are following the tridhosa constitution of herbal beauty treatment. 

 Coop principles: They are speaking the truth, there is transparency, there is a polite approach and 

costumer care, and they are spreading awareness about indigenous herbal cosmetics. 

 Beneficiaries are promoting awareness that “Dark is Beautiful.” 

 Promoting the indigenous herbal beauty treatment also income generating. 

 Approximately earning monthly income Rs.3000 to 10000 (Individual). 

 They invested their own contribution to setup the parlor Rs.25000 to 40000.bridal jewelry, rental 

,equipments etc.. 

Challenges: 

 Social and physical problems: need more effort to explain our herbal beauty treatment, because not 

much aware about. 

 Because already well promoted the chemical cosmetics in most of beauty parlor also well promoted 

through media. 

 The beautician also not much confident about the herbal, they required more training.   
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 Organizing individual loan from bank. 

 Collecting data from beautician (income, service investment) because different location and hard get 

communication with them. 

 Most of the beautician from villages, still in villages very rare to utilize the beauty service, except 

bridal makeup and eyebrow threading.  

Herbal & Wellness Beautician Certificate Distribution 

Certificates were distributed to 22 women who have 

successfully completed their training course in the 

preparation and use of herbal cosmetics on the 15th 

November 2014 in Marakkanam. They are now officially 

recognized as beauticians who offer not only the 

conventional parlor services, but can also offer advice and 

consultation for right diet and overall wellness. These 

women and their parlors will play an important role in 

promoting hygiene and ecological alternatives in their 

villages.  

 

The most evident concern for providing a healthy, eco-

friendly parlor service has emerged out of the awareness 

that Indian women with darker skin tones face serious side 

effects from the utilization of fairness products. Many of 

the women who have been trained understand the need to 

source their ingredients locally, through sustainable 

harvesting practices, and they encourage women’s self 

confidence that ‘dark is beautiful,’ and that ‘healthy skin is 

important, not white skin.’ The women have been trained 

in Ayurveda and can offer the whole range of parlor 

services - from massage, to facials, haircuts, etc. The success of their enterprise is now in their hands. 

Buvaneshwari - Herbal & Wellness Beautician 

Buvaneshwari is 42 years old and works in her own beauty parlor in 

Bomayapalayam. Buvaneshwari’s parents were farmers and she is one of 

eight children. She and her seven siblings have all studied up till the 10th 

standard. Both her brothers are working, but Buvaneshwari is the only 

daughter who is working. “All my sisters are housewives, sitting at home, but I 

keep changing jobs.” Buvaneshwari has worked in several places, and has 

helped her husband, who is now a taxi driver, to save and put their kids 

through an engineering college degree. “We had no real problems as a child, 

just the usual as we did not have enough to study more. But with my husband 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1462847440628790.1073741839.1454974591416075&type=1
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we made sure both our boys went to school. My second son is in the first year of engineering. The only 

difficulty we have is paying back the loan we took to buy my husband’s taxi.” 

Buvaneshwari has worked in a nearby crèche, teaching the younger age groups. She then also worked with 

Auroville’s Village Action Group helping in the field by visiting Self Help  Groups and taking surveys. 

“Everyone always asks me why I keep changing jobs when I had such good opportunities, I don’t know what 

to say, I guess I like trying different things. I have this shop now and it is interesting. I also managed to get 

women to find work at the crèche, and I also got people jobs through my husband in the taxi business. 

People come from Chennai even, asking me to help them find jobs.” Buvaneshwari is an entrepreneur at 

heart. She explains how people constantly come to her asking for her help in finding jobs because they claim 

they are none. She says her reply is always, “There are jobs ! I tell them to just open their eyes and look, and 

if they cannot I will try help them. There is always something that needs to be done.” 

Buveneshwari’s has many hopes for the future. She has written and published one book with poems in Tamil 

called “Idhya Thedagal” which means, ‘In Search of Heart’. She has written some more short stories, but says 

the previous book has not paid off yet and is not sure how to support publishing the rest. “I did win awards 

though, they put me on DD Pothigai channel and even today I have been invited to an event talk about my 

book.” The beautician’s training course took 45 days in November to December 2012, “I did the training at 

AVAG and we learnt various good, useful skills. We get many clients for eye-brow threading, but also for 

makeup and preparation for different functions. I try and promote the Amirtha herbal medicinal products, 

which I use myself, but people are very scared of trying new things.” She explains that the products that are 

externally applied are more easily bought, but when she encourages remedies that must be consumed; her 

clients are much more reluctant. “I get a good income, but it fluctuates, I can make from six to eight 

thousand a month, but this will get better when I work on the outside decoration of my shop. I hope that I 

grow this business fast, so that I can also give work to some more women who may come and work here 

under me.” Buvaneshwari shares her desire to continue writing and hopes she will also generate income 

through that, “If I do make a lot more, of course I would also like to help children buy school books and such 

things that are important, but that many cannot afford.”  

Buvaneshwari ends by saying “There was a woman I met in Auroville who told me that she had no interest in 

one job and had to keep changing. This is what I also tell people who ask me why I do what I do, there is 

always work to do if you know how to look for the opportunities.” 

Sarojini - Beautician 

Sarojini is 25 and comes from Aanpakam. Her parents are farmers and 

she has two elder sisters who are both married and a brother has 

completed his undergraduate and is now working. “My sisters only got 

to study till the 9th and 10th standard,” Sarojini explains, “I also only 

got to study till the 10th. I was married to my husband when I was 17 

years old.” Sarojini's husband has a shop, and they both earn to 

support  their children. Her son is 4 and her daughter is 5 years old.  

“I took part in the training for about 40 days in 2012. I learnt all the 

skills they taught us, but I don’t use them all in my home shop now as 
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there is no demand from clients. I also try and learn new things from tutorials on TV – like for decorating 

saree-jackets.” Sarojini glues and stitches colorful beads onto the boarders of saree-jackets, and encourages 

the extra decoration for those she provides her parlor services to when getting married. She says, “I don’t 

know much about tailoring, but I bought a machine and I am doing this work now as people like it. I go all the 

way to Puducherry to buy these beads.” Sarojini gets about 5-6 clients a month, mostly only for bridal make-

up. “People are not very interested in herbal treatments, facials, eye-brow tending or even colorful eye-

shadow. They are only interested in decorating the hair, tying the saree and the jewelry. That’s why I do the 

saree-jacket decoration now as well. My income fluctuates, but I suppose I get about 6 to 7 thousand a 

month.” Sarojini explains that she has also volunteered to work with the government for a small stipend, as a 

contact person in her village to share data and information. She also shares that she feels working with bridal 

make-up alone is enough. She explains, “In this small village, people do not really want to invest in many 

things we offer, so my clients are not only from here and come from nearby villages. They already spend 

money to travel here, so they don’t always want to buy more services, they keep to the basics. Sometimes I 

also go to other villages during special function days, but it is not easy to bear the travel costs.” Sarojini 

explains that some bankers were happy to hear of her work and are offering her loans and support, she says 

she feels proud and hopes more women can learn to do work independently also. “For now I only apply fruit 

and herbal facials to my little daughter, and that is enough, the few skills that I learnt and am using now are 

already able to support us well.” 

 

Advance Tailoring Units  

Concept:  

Many village women from self help groups have been trained in basic tailoring, however, it only leaves them 

to set-up their own units at home with all the rural market challenges or they have to be employed in 

factories that take them far away from their homes for long hours through the day. This venture trained 

them in skills beyond the basic tailoring ones – to understand the design process through direct interaction 

with designers, to understand advanced techniques of designing and stitching and to collectively do the 

same and in the process imbibe the concept of tailoring as a business collective. Currently being hand held 

and fully supported by the SEDAB project, this venture has already created its own brand called AVAL that is 

slowly gaining some visibility.  

There are five batches who have been trained and are now involved in the production of garments for 

Auroville units and for their own AVAL unit. Each unit gets their work order based on the requirements of 

our customers and Auroville units. The technical input is given by the designers and the master tailors when 

they get new work order.  

There is enough work for the five batches. Gradually they are switching to stitch more AVAL products in 

order to increase their monthly income. There are 6 shops in Auroville and Pondicherry which outlet AVAL 

products. There are 5 existing buyers and 3 new buyers. There are 18 accessory products and 18 clothing 

products currently being produced.  The fourth unit is started recently and they need more hand holding 

support from AVAG for few months. 
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Training: 

4th unit tailoring training 16th July to 16th October: 7 members completed the training. Out of which only 4 

members started the tailoring unit. Remaining 3 members are working in their houses to stitch for local 

women.  4th group launching the tailoring unit: 4 members together started the units.   

5th unit training 10th November to 10th March. There were a total 14 participants, with one drop out. There 

were 13 members getting their training. November 10th they started the Units       

Main content of the training: 

- Basic stitching: Straight line, Pin-tuck,, Square stitching, triangle stitching, Turning stitching, round 

stitching and Diamond stitching. 

- Neck Line: Round neck, v.neck, square neck, and different collar stitching. 

- Floccet and Zipper: Visible zipper.  Invisible zipper, Floccet in Shirt, Kurta and Pant. 

- Pockets stitching: Men shirt Pockets Inner and outer, Pant pocket inner and outer 

- Training given dress making: Lady’s kurta, Salwar, Men shirt, Pant, Boxer shorts, Full skirt, Different 

types of bags and EcofemmePads. 

- Trial Order: 1.Ecofemme Pads, 2.Lady’s kurta, 3.Salwar, 4.Boxer Shorts. 

- EDP Training 

Outcome of The Training: There are 8 new clothing products. There is improvement towards the 

sustainability of the enterprises. They are getting orders from the AVAL unit. They stitched the Lady’s kurta 

and Ecofemme Pads.  First month Production was slow. This last month they are improving their speed and 

are gaining confidence to continue learning new designs and take on new orders.           

Achievements: 

 Beneficiaries came forward on their own interest and approached AVAG for tailoring training to help 

set up a 5th Unit. Their performances during the training was excellent and they are fast in picking up 

the skills.  

 The members of all the units are organizing a core group meetings with representatives from 1st, 

2nd, 3rd and 4th tailoring units on Tuesday of every week. In the core group meeting generally they 

discuss practical problems and find solutions. The important decisions are passed by the core group 

member. They also visit other units to share and find solutions to their issues.  

 1st, 2nd and 3rd units they are able to purchase their own materials . They are getting support from 

AVAG for marketing.  

 4th Unit's purchase of materials and their internal decisions are taken by the beneficiaries.  They have 

framed their guidelines to follow it in the workspace. The Unit has separate bank account in Indian 
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Bank, Thiruchitrambalam.  All of their money transactions are made through their bank accounts. 

They are maintaining their records by themselves.  The senior beneficiaries help the juniors when 

there is a need.   

 Each unit is conducting their weekly meetings, and they make an action plan for every week. They 

find solutions for their problems. If they are not able to manage they will approach the core group 

and AVAG to get support. 

Challenges:                                                                                                                                 

 There are problems and issues in each group in the beginning but over a period of time the 

understanding level increases as a result they get minimum internal problems.  Still they need 

support and guidance to improve their team spirit and unity. 

Group's Contribution to their Enterprise Development: 

4thUnit beneficiaries contributed Rs.75000 as a loan to set up their unit.  

SEDAB contribution Rs.32000 (each member Rs.8000*4 members) has been given to setup the unit. 

Kalaiselvi - Advanced Tailoring 1st Unit  

Kalaiselvi is 29 years old and was part of the first batch for the Advanced Tailoring 

enterprise. She has studied till the 10th grade and then stayed at home for one 

year in Pulichapalam which is about 15 kilometers from her work unit. Her 

husband is 38 years old and works as a secretary to the Panchayat of her village. 

She has three brothers who studied till the 10th, 12th and one is currently studying 

his undergraduate. Two of her brothers are working in different companies. “I was 

married at 17, I know it is young, but that’s just how it happened. I was then 

already doing some basic stitching at home.” On joining the training she says she 

learnt many more new skills and new patterns.  

“First we all thought to come together and make our enterprise, but many women 

left for many different reasons. It was dull, and it was difficult. But now we are doing alright again, we are 

only two people, but we are doing well.” Kalaiselvi shares that if she went back home, which she does not 

want to do any longer, she would spend her day not doing much. “Usually when I am at home I do the 

housework or sleep to pass time so it is more useful to be here.” Her daughter is 4 years old and her son is 9 

years old and she is happy that they are both studying in English medium schools. “My husband earns about 

Rs. 6000 to 8,000 a month. I earn about Rs.4,500 a month, so our combined income is good.” She hopes her 

daughter will become a collector and her son a doctor, but she adds “As long as there are no problems at 

home I am happy. My husband used to drink but not anymore, so things are alright.”  

The wonderful thing about Kalaiselvi's story is that she has gone from being a trainee to become a trainer. “I 

have given training to the 5th batch and I am very happy. I teach them using my experience and give them 

tips from my on experience.” She is now learning new patterns and is creating samples. “I want to climb 

higher, then there is joy in my heart through learning. If I learn patterns better, then it would be good.” She 
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suggests that she and others may benefit from learning embroidery better. “Constantly learning new 

patterns and techniques is good, then it does not become dull and we can keep improving.” 

E. Daivani - Advanced Tailoring 2nd Unit 

 

Daivani is a 35 year old and has three siblings. She has participated in the second batch training for Advanced 

Tailoring from January to March 2013. Her brother is 33 years old and has studied till the 10th standard; her 

sisters are 31 and 29 and have studies till the 10th and 8th standard.  “My husband is an Auto-driver, we both 

only studied till the 10th standard, and I was married when I was 22 and have one son and three daughters. I 

just stayed at home before this work.”  She shares that she enjoyed studying and wanted to study more, but 

that because she lived between Puducherry and Tamilnadu, and she held a Tamilnadu ration card, that she 

did not have access to Puducherry schools and that all others schools were too far. “Because the transport 

got too expensive, my parents stopped sending me to school.” Daivani has a son who is 12 and a daughter 

who is 11years old to support.  

 

Daivani joined the tailoring training as she thought the work may be 

useful and was happy to join in a team to do work together, instead 

of being alone at home. “I am happy to get away from home. We are 

eight members in our unit, others left for reasons - like they had to 

go back and do household work.” She shares her enthusiasm but 

when asked about possible improvements in her work sphere she 

begins to talk enthusiastically. 

 

 “I am very happy with the work and income, but it is not easy to pay back the loans. Piece rates are a bit 

low. Some units don’t send us regular orders. If I had to share with you my hope it would be that the piece 

rates would be more, and that we would get more training so that we can work better and take more 

orders.” Daivani continues to share how she feels that the training was not enough and that she would like 

the trainer to visit more often or to have another course to learn more skills. “I want to do this work 

independently, we all want that, but first we need to learn more.” 

 

 

Rathna - Advanced Tailoring 3rd Unit 

Rathna is 38years old and comes to work every morning, if she can by bus, 

or if not she hitchhikes from her village in Perpattayam. She shares that she 

was in a women’s self help group before this enterprise work and that is 

how she heard about this opportunity. She shares that she understands 

why we are doing this work “Many left after our first training because there 

are so many reasons that keep women from working. I was part of the club 

(SHG) for 15 years now.”  

Rathna’s explains that she only got a 5th standard education because siblings are all older than her. She has a 

brother that is 41, another brother 45 and a sister that is 49. One brother collects used materials to re-sell 

and another is a carpenter. Having such a low education she explains that she could only find work in a 
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match-box factory for some years, but otherwise spent her time at home. Rathna’s childhood was not easy; 

primarily she explains is because her father was an alcoholic. “You can only imagine the beatings and the 

money disappearing,” she remembers, “but also the landlord getting upset and trying to kick us out of our 

home.” She is grateful that her husband has not turned to the drink as well.  

“I married my husband at 19, he is a carpenter, but he does not get work regularly and also he has knee pain 

so it is difficult for him to go to work. He is encouraging and supports my work as I have to help with school 

fees, household and all.”  Rathna has a daughter of 15 and a son of 17, and they are struggling to support 

their education. Rathna shares that she hopes for more orders for tailoring and that she hopes her son will 

study aeronautics and for her daughter to work in a bank. 

“I don’t want to complain about the work here, but I get hip-pain from sitting and stitching for too long. We 

called our unit Alayam, because it means ‘temple’, so our workspace should also be a sacred space. We all 

put effort because that combined effort is how we earn.” “I hope to work to bring up my income. I would like 

to be able to buy a new sari-jacket without having to borrow money from others, simple reasons like that.” 

She also shares that paying back loans is a priority in their lives right now and that she feels her enterprise 

group needs more support and more new projects in order to gain stability of income. “If we understand and 

do, then we can do it all, we can be able to support our families much more than we do right now.” 

Earth Block as Eco-friendly Construction Technology 

Concept:  

 

The Earth Institute in Auroville trains people from across the world on eco-friendly compressed earth based 

construction techniques and designs. SEDAB project has plans for three production units of Earth Block in the 

bio-region to produce and supply construction material to rural construction in the bio-region. 

The regulations on mining soil as raw material for production of Earth Block has hampered the setting up of 

these enterprises since the beginning and this issue has been resolved in the recent months. In the village of 

Puthurai in Vanur Block where the first production unit for the Earth Block is situated 13 men have been 

trained in the Earth Block technology.  Since the visit of Project Director, Villupuram, poromboke land in this 

village has been made available for earth mining in this village. The BDO and Panchayat President in this 

village have been extremely helpful in facilitating this process. The Business Service Centre in the Puthurai 

village being constructed with the DRDA support by the BDO and local Panchayat is to be developed as a 

model Centre utilizing the Earth Block technology and design. The site for the same has been identified and 

this initiative is progressing with the help of the PD, DRDA. A model village with a beneficiary from the Kodur 

Village in the Vanur Block is also being designed currently with an awardees of the IAY scheme. This too is 

facilitated by the DRDA and the beneficiary has chosen to work closely with the Earth Institute in designing 

and constructing his house.  

The Town Development Council (TDC), Auroville is facilitating creation of Bomayapalayam as model 

panchayat, including an integrative rural development approach. As a part of this overall plan, SEDAB 

enterprise production of E-Block in the Bomayapalayam is envisioned. A village development Committee 

including WSHG members and others such a as youth groups, village elders and the Panchayat has been 

formed. A survey was conducted that more than 1600 households do not have toilets out of around 5000 

households. The village development committee in the Bommiyarpalayam village in Vanur block along with 
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the Auroville Town Development Council have proposed to undertake building of 1000 toilets in the village 

using the Earth Block technology. Towards this production, Auroville has provided land for earth mining as 

well. The Village Development Committee was taken on an exposure visit Pootheri village, nearby 

thindivanan to see Auroville’s eco-san, low cost toilets. Eco-san toilets are eco-friendly in terms of using a 

separation mechanism where the waste can be decomposed and then used as fertilizer compost.  

Each toilet is estimated to cost Rs.20,000 for construction. The Tamil Nadu government has a Total Sanitation 

Scheme which will support Rs.10,200 for each toilet. The remaining Rs. 9,800 will come through the 

beneficiaries. VDC and TDC staff from Auroville went to met PD, DRDA (Project Director District Rural Dev. 

Agency) to discuss the concept of low-cost toilets and the use of earth block to construct the infrastructure. 

There was very good response. For any future housing and government schemes in this region, the PD, DRDA 

was enthusiastic to use and promote Earth blocks as well. An area of 1.75 acres has been identified by VDC 

and Bomayalapayam panchayat for the collection of soil and to set up a unit to produce/press bricks. The PD, 

DRDA has approved this site for collection and production.  

 

Overview of Units: 

Unit 1 – Poothurai (training given to 13 men).  

Unit 2 – Bomayapalayam 30 beneficiaries with two earth press machines (training still to be given to 20 

women and 10 men). 

Unit 3 – to be decided.  

 

A Common Livelihood Group (CLG) of 20 members from different SHGs from Bomayapalayam village has 

been formed called ‘pasumai pookkal’ meaning, Green Flowers. This group of 20 women will be joined by 10 

men who have been indentified to help with practical aspects of pressing the bricks. 

Eco Friendly Small-Steps Bags 

Concept:  

 

We are all aware of the negative environmental impact of plastic waste. The challenge to eradicate the plastic 

carry bag across India a key component of Solid Waste Management problem in cities and villages alike. 

Upasana, a design studio based out of Auroville has promoted trendy and multi-coloured, easy to carry and 

eco-friendly cloth bags called “small steps” that are marketed through premium retail chains all over India as 

a re-usable bag alternative to the use and 

discard plastic carry bags. Currently retail 

chains including Fab India, Landmark Book 

Shops, Janaki chain of alternate living stock the 

small steps bags and they are also sold 

through exclusive boutiques across the 

country and also exported to Europe.  

 

There are 10 beneficiaries out of 22 who are 

still working. The irregular supply of raw 

materials discouraged the beneficiaries to 
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continue this work. The supply of raw materials are irregular. In the month of September the women have 

received enough pieces and there was no supply of materials in the month of October and they supplied 

again in the month of November. Some of them started stitching the women dresses in the village. If the 

irregular supply of material continues the beneficiaries will move slowly for other work which will help them 

to get regular income. The beneficiaries find it difficult to repay the loan amount from their irregular monthly 

income.  

 

They are stitching two type of bags for Upasana. The piece rate is fixed long back. It is the right time to revise 

the piece rate (at least Rs 2 per piece) according to the price hike of all the commodities. The quality of work 

has improved well and there is no rejection of pieces from Upasana.  

Out of 22 women trained only 10 of them still continuing to stitch small steps bags. The rest of them are 

doing other work in and around Auroville. They may come back when there is a guarantee. This month they 

have received only 50 % of their capacity. 

Achievements: 

 The beneficiaries come to the Village Action Group office to collect the raw materials and to hand 

over the finished bag every Tuesday. A person from Upasana bring the raw materials every Tuesday 

to AVAG office and collect the finished bag after checking the quality. 

 The beneficiaries have improved their skills a lot now. Now there is no rejection of bags from 

Upasana. 

 Out of 12 beneficiaries 7 of them are earning Rs.5000 to Rs.3000 if they get enough raw materials 

from Upasana. The rest of them are able to earn only Rs.1000 to Rs.3000 per month as they spent 

less time for stitching. 

 The beneficiaries are fully depending on Upasana for the supply of raw materials and the revision of 

piece rate. The women are in regular contact with Upasana to find out the supply of materials. 

 They help each other to improve the skills. There is a handicapped women involved in this activity 

and she is getting respect from the family members after joining the small bag activity and she gets 

all the support from the group members. 

 They are self sustainable. In this activity the role of AVAG is very small. They have direct contact with 

Upasana. 

 AVAG helps the women to discuss with Upasana when there is irregular supply of materials and to 

find out work from other resources. 

Challenges: 

 The beneficiaries complained about the lack of work and their insufficient income. 

 Upasana agreed to ensure the regular supply of material and to revise the piece rate soon. 
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 SEDAB is exploring the other possibilities of finding work when there is no work from Upasana. 

Group's Contribution to their Enterprise Development 

They have contributed Rs. 8500 to buy a power machine. 

 

Parvathy – SmallSteps  

Parvathy works stitching Small Steps bags from her house in Navarkollum, 

she is 33 years old. Every Tuesday she brings her completed bags to the 

Village Action campus to hand them over and to pick up new material. “I 

studied until the 9th standard in an English medium school, but I don’t 

remember much of it. I was not very good at studying so I did not get to 

study more. I come on Tuesdays here by bus, it takes me about 30 minutes.” 

Parvathy's parents were part of a clothes washing company but are not 

working any longer. “My sister is 50 years old, my brother is 46 years old and 

my other sister is 44 years old. We had a good enough childhood, there was 

not so many difficulties.” Parvathy was married when she was 21 years old to 

her husband who is now 42 and working as an electrician. “We put our kids in 

good schools, one wants to become a doctor and the other will become a 

teacher, but lets see whatever their interests are later and we will try work hard to make it happen.” Right 

now as the children are young, Parvathy explains, so there is a lot of work picking and dropping them at 

school and keeping the household, but when they are older perhaps I will be able to do more.”  

In a week, Parvathy says she stitches about 75 bags, but is capable of making around a 100. “Before this work 

I stayed at home doing only household work. It was rather dull so I started buying material and stitching 

things for neighbors. I learnt some basic stitching skills as a child. Now making bags is a more regular task 

which is good as well.” Parvathy shares how she likes the idea of perhaps becoming an entrepreneur one day 

too, but that she is simply too busy with her children right now to put that much time into an enterprise. 

“My hope is that one day we can both earn enough to also built ourselves a two-story, proper roofed 

house.”  

Spirulina Production Units 

Concept:  

Spirulina is a rich source of protein and easily grown in the eco-conditions such as rural Tamilnadu coast. To 

grow spirulina in plenty and make it available in a easily edible form would help the rural and urban 

population deprived of proteins and nutrition deficient children to overcome their deficiency. The enterprise 

requires initial investment and then continued maintenance, apart from the trouble shooting issues that 

requires expert intervention, all the work in the maintenance can be performed easily by village women. 

SEDAB has Spirulina production as an enterprise for several groups and currently two units are established 

and functioning, while the third is about to be made functional. 
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Kodur Spirulina Unit: 

The Kodur spirulina (Sembarutti Surulpasi Valarpoor Sangam) site has 16 tanks. The spirulina unit was 

inaugurated in the month of May 2014. In the beginning Mr. Senthilvelan from Mullai spirulina farm has 

agreed to be a consultant and he was helping to setting up the tank and help arrange mother culture from 

his farm. Unfortunately there was no yield for few months and he was giving various reasons like change of 

climate, quality of water, quality of chemicals and the skills level of the women. He tried his level best to 

improve the situation but nothing worked out. Finally he did not know what to do to improve the harvest. In 

the mean time Mr. Sivakumar, a consultant of Nadukuppam site visited our site and agreed to help to 

improve the yield. It was noticed that his efforts made a change in the production of spirulina, so it has been 

decided to continue following his recommendations. He visits on a weekly basis. After a month there was 

again a proper harvest of spirulina. Things are still at an experimental stage as the site is undergoing 

observation and production fluctuates. However, things are moving towards the maximum yield now and 

the spirulina produced is in the form of Powder and Capsules.  

On the 8th and 9th October 21 beneficiaries participated in a training (6 from AVAG and 15 from PBRC). The 

training consisted of looking into production techniques, experience sharing and options of creating spirulina 

biscuits and chocolate. Six members from different units meet once monthly to share their practical 

difficulties and to discuss steps to move forward and improve their yield. The marketing initiatives taken 

have been to look into creating Tablets in addition to the existing products which are Powder and Capsules. 

The sales are currently taking place through the Nadukuppam Unit under the shared brand name Surya.  

Achievements: 

 Participation in general is good. They are very much interested in their work in the first month then 

they are losing their interest gradually when there is no progress in the yield.  

 They are fully involved in the decision making aspects. Decisions are taken in their weekly meeting. 

 It does not bring enough income as there is some problem in the production process and the 

consultant is trying to improve the yield. If his efforts works well it will be self sustainable soon.  

Challenges: 

 Social and physical problems: Yield is very low comparing to the capacity. It does not improve after 

taking more steps by the consultant. Now the consultant is doing a study to find out the problems 

for less yield. If the problems are identified the necessary steps can be taken to address the problem.   
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Nadukuppam Spirulina Unit: 

The women’s group in Nadukuppam village started to take 

initiatives to setup their enterprise under the banner Green Spirul.  

They started to follow the Standard Operations Procedure (SOP) 

developed by Consultant and Experts from the month of July 2014. 

The women are also consuming Spirulina juice daily as a breakfast 

to experience and benefit from the product they themselves 

produce. They are very serious in the quality control and pond 

management and production.  

 

Training: 

 2nd unit set up – Training on Spirulina cultivation with 15 participants over one week. The training 

included looking into seeding techniques, nutrient feeding and pond management and quality 

control (pre-harvest and post-harvest). 

 Value added training on Spirulina – Biscuits, with 20 participants over two days: 

- About & Trend of Spirulina 

- How to identify the quality of spirulina 

- Preparation of three types of spirulina biscuits 

- Production training & tips for pond maintenance 

- Spirulina at glance in worldwide through SHG 

 Social and health / managerial towards self sustainable: Book keeping and Accounts training with 20 

participants over two days on SHG Accounts and Enterprise Accounts. 

Government officials Visit: 

 A team APOs visited to have an exposure about the Sustainable enterprises and give them 

motivation on building up their enterprise. Suggested to take more part in the Government 

exhibitions and melas (TNWDC). Started taking more initiatives in participating in the TNWDC melas. 

 DFO visited the enterprises to get an overview of all the linked activities that are taking place.  

 A women’s group from Gingi visited to have exposure about spirulina and SHG enterprises. They 

liked the unit and learned many new things from the Spirulina women group. They may come and 

have a training on Spirulina cultivation. 
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Achievements:  

 HR management: Since the training period, all the beneficiaries involved in the Spirulina cultivation 

activity. The women group has found out that the business is not so profitable and they generate an 

average income monthly. So they have decided themselves to cut the number of beneficiaries 

according to the number of active ponds. They have come to a conclusion that the active 

beneficiaries will be 4-5 accordingly and the rest will be accommodated very soon after the new 

tanks are constructed. The decision has been taken by the women group under the Facilitator’s 

guideline.  

 Weekly meetings: The Green Spiruls Women Group has their weekly meeting once in a week on 

Saturday typically. They had 11 meetings during this period of time and two meetings have been 

postponed due to lack of beneficiary’s presence.  

 Salary: For the past three months they have been taking Rs.110/- per day and have decided to 

increase a bit and rounded to 120/- per day for the up coming months. 

 Roles and Responsibilities:  

- Pond management – Danalakshmi – President 

- HR management – Chithra – Secretary 

- Finance (Book keeping, Accounts, Banking, stock keeping etc...) – Muthazhagi – Treasurer 

- Pre-Harvest & Post Harvest – Muthazhigi - Treasurer 

Challenges: 

 Tanks & Land: They facing problems such as building tanks and acquiring land.  

 Climate change: Due to the climate change they have irregular harvest and low production, the 

average production (dry) ratio 8gm/m2 have gone down to 6gm/m2. 

K.N. Palayam Spirulina Unit: 

 

The Ever Green Spirulina women group (KN Palayam), was started and trained in the month of August. 15 

women from the village have been selected and trained in spirulina cultivation by me and Sivakumar. The 

land was selected in their village and leased for three years. They did bore well from their contribution. The 

store room and the toilet were built. The land is completely fenced. The construct work of spirulina tanks 

have been completed and the Tarpaulin sheets are yet to be fixed. there are totally 12 tanks in the size of 

20/10 ft and 5 women are engaged to work. The unit have planned to start cultivating from the end of 

January 2015. The raw materials are yet to be purchased. 
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Muthazhgi - Nadukuppam Spirulina 

 

Muthazhgi is 30 years old and works at the Nadukuppam spirulina 

production site. She is one of five children. Both her sisters, who 

are 33 and 37 years old now, studied till the 12th standard and 

were married. Her brothers are 35 and 20 years old and have both 

studied till the 10th and 9th standard. Her brothers work in 

Bangalore, one as a carpenter and the other in construction. She 

says that she is the only one of her siblings left in the village, 

“They never come to visit me, and they do not support me, they 

have their own families now.” Muthazhgi's father was a cowherd 

and mother would find occasional work as help on construction 

sites. She’s been married since she was 17 years old, to a plumber. “I was only able to study till the 11th 

grade, my family could not afford the 12th so I was married.” Being one of five siblings, Muthazhgi shares that 

she was very lucky to be supported by her teacher to study and buy school materials and clothes. “If it were 

not for the help of my teacher, I would not have been able to get even that education as my family could not 

send all the girls to school.” 

Muthazhgi works to provide an additional income, next to her husband's income of about Rs. 100 per day, to 

support her children. Her daughters are in the  4th and 6th standard, and her son is in the 2nd standard. “I used 

to spend my days at home, but with two girls, and a little boy, it is good that I work as school fees are high.” 

Muthazhgi shares that she works for her children's benefit and that is her only focus “I have no dreams, my 

dreams are for my children.” She expresses her happiness in working with spirulina, she says that she does 

not want to move anywhere else because it is a nice place to work, and it provides a steady promise of 

income to support her children. The greatest challenge she sees within herself is that she has a lack of self-

confidence. “I don’t know how to talk in meetings, I freeze, even talking to you for this interview is difficult, I 

am always scared.” Muthazhgi hopes to improve her communication skills so that she can play a more 

important role in her spirulina team but she asks for help in learning better 'speaking skills.' “When I was 

young studying was easy and I liked it, so I got support to study. My hope was to learn English, but I never 

did, so my hope is the same for my children. But my income is not enough to put them in an English school.”  

Amulu - Nadukuppam Spirulina 

Amulu is only 18 years old and is from Nadukuppam, working at the Nadukuppam Spirulina site. “I have two 

brothers, one is 20years old and is in an engineering college, the other is 17 

years old and is studying his 12th standard. I have a sister that is 22 and she 

only completed her 10th standard. I only got to study till the 10th standard, so 

I am here now.” After completing her 10th, Amulu went to work at a garment 

factory where she earned Rs. 10 per shirt she stitched for export.  

When talking about her difficulties, Amulu was persistent in sharing that she 

had no difficulties as a child and still has no difficulties at home or at work. 

“The training was easy and the work with spirulina is fun. The work with 

stitching shirts was also alright, but I prefer Spirulina, I don’t want to go back 
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by bus everyday to work in the factory, because it is much nicer here.” She shares that she used to have to 

travel much further for her work in the garment industry. Now that this spirulina work is in her own village 

Amulu finds it much easier to get to work. She says the work here is much better because she likes her group 

and because there is a lot of space to do the work. “I prefer Spirulina also because it helps all of us and gives 

us all strength. Also it is good work because it goes for the children’s food. It is good, so I feel good.”  

When asked about her hopes for the future, Amulu says, “Why should I have dreams? We don’t have those 

kinds of dreams.” When persuaded by further questioning she gives in and responds, “Sure, you are right, If 

you ask me like that then I will tell you that what I hope is to speak English and be able to tell important 

people about spirulina in English when they visit us.”  

“I will get married probably in about three years, but I don’t want to think about that.” She goes on to share 

“If you are looking for a better story you should ask the other women. They are all married and they all have 

many much more serious problems.” 

Amirtha Herbal Medicine Production Unit  

Traditional knowledge in healthcare plays a critical role in the 

primary healthcare sector in the rural areas. This enterprise 

effort started by conducting research to find local healers and 

existing recipes that could be revived within the local markets. 

Pitchandikulam serves as a rich source of data from its work with 

botanists and healers in the past, and the training courses have 

been molded using this knowledge. While most of the herbs 

required for producing simple home remedial medicine are 

available in the villages themselves, the dwindling local 

knowledge combined with lack of reliable produce at affordable 

pricing has ensured that the village community is unable to access these simple and easy remedies. Instead, 

many are now subjected to expensive and unreliable medicines from large companies. This enterprise 

utilizes local access to raw material, traditional knowledge and the village cottage based production.  

This herbal unit works on the production, marketing, 

packaging and accounting of herbal medicines. By sourcing 

the ingredients locally though sustainable harvesting 

methods, and by ensuring hygienic processing, the 

products are slowly but surely finding it markets. These 

traditional recipes are often recognized amongst the elder 

generations within the villages. 

Through this enterprise the range of income for each self 

help group beneficiary is Rs. 3500 – Rs. 5000 per month 

depending on their individual capacity.  

These traditional recipes are often recognized amongst the elder generations within the villages. The 

production of remedies is currently packaged in small portions as to fit the income of the customers and 
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although the beneficiaries are provided in depth understanding of the ingredients, the labeling includes local 

names in the local language so as to ensure that the products are recognized. By working with SHGs and 

through word-of-mouth, the women working in rural marketing attend government exhibitions, college 

bazaars and supply to the local shops. There have been 15 women trained in producing herbal medicine so 

far. 

Marketing & Training: 

A marketing survey and a survey for costumers feedback was conducted in October. There were 13 people 

involved in the data collection process (6 students from different colleges around Auroville and 7 Amirtha 

stakeholders. The surveys were conducted to better understand the rural marketing possibilities by looking 

at customer preferences, three shops and pharmacies. Two traditional herbal healers were also consulted. 

The customer feedback helped create an impact measurement. There were interviews collected from 51 

people (who are already using the products).  

The members from Amirtha have undergone continuous training as challenges came up. They were provided 

training in Packaging, Problem Solving, Quality Control and Hygiene and on topics such as Production 

Process and Storage. The Amirtha team's enterprise in charge from SEDAB have also been working on its 

licensing process over the last three months. Product details such as for the formula have been collected 

from reference books and documents.  

Every Monday Amirtha herbal products sales out let at Villupuram collector office. so the Collector and other 

official visiting our products. In this connection Amirtha team getting information and opportunity sales mela 

and college bazaar. Amirtha has many customers, about 95 individuals and it also has sales through 5 shops 

and 1 retail customer. There are three new customers over the last three months. The total number of 

existing products is 22.  

In October Amirtha attended a Chennai Mela which was organized by TNCDW for Women’s SHGs enterprises 

promotion. The Amirtha earnings were about Rs. 17,000.  

There are challenges from the group enterprise, the management issues and working hours, targets and 

achievement. In this enterprise team decision and empowerment fully improved. The stakeholder deciding 

their income based on their sales revenue. Packaging and marketing the products facing difficulties, we are 

finding some volunteers to help this area. Production and sales data system need to create also finding a 

person to help. 

Achievements: 

 The Amirtha women’s team are getting more and more empowerment of their enterprise and skills. 

 They are running their enterprise by themselves. They have confident of their business and team 

unity.  

 Getting their income monthly average income Rs.3000 to 5000. They are also managing to cover 

their running expenses. 
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 Team decision / speak truth, trust each other, issues talk directly, truthful communication, love each 

other, listen each other, transparency, financial transparency. 

 Equal share, partnership and rights. Help each other and polite approach and costumer care. 

 They are taking care full responsibility.  

 The team decided to discuss and bring solution, then they discussed, two members from the unit 

taking the responsibility to enter and get the signature from the sales women and production site. 

Collect every day sales income and marketing villages and travel expenses. 

 Once a year during the Diwali the peak sales member get bonus 10% from their sales revenue. Other 

member will get 5% bonus from their sales revenue and same like production team also get. 

Currently they are taking daily based income Rs.130 per day. Let see how will work. 

Challenges: 

 Women empowerment is very poorly recognized in the mostly men-dominated society within 

project area. 

 Marketing area is mostly faraway and  there are transport challenges. The team gets tired because of 

traveling long distances. 

 Contribution in enterprise development: stakeholder money contribution Rs.15000, Skill and 

sincerity contribution more  in their enterprise. 

 They are trying various methods getting their income from unit. We tried earlier based on working 

days and day based salary, but we came to sales women there was difficulty, because some of them 

brought the monthly sales income more, others brought less, but both are taken same salary. This 

method discouraged the peak seller. So the women decided, give gift or bonus for peak seller ones in 

six month. Following this change, the production team raised. The women producing medicine by 

manually, wanted a bonus. The concerned then everyone received their gift based on their 

production and sales. After few months the team realized, the sales revenue not sufficient take our 

daily work base income, so they decided take membership income Rs.1500 and based on their sales 

and production take 25% commission. It was followed 2 months, but again the issue was raised some 

of them got leave. It was finally decided that the basic membership income goes equally to 

everyone, but full months worked members raised issues. 
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Avaniyammal – Amirtha Herbal Medicine 

 

Avaniyammal is 30years old and has been part of a group of 35 women 

trained for the preparation and production of herbal medicine. “My 

mother died from a bus accident when I was 15years old, and my father 

is deaf. I have two younger brothers.” Avaniyammal shares that she did 

not want to get married because she felt responsible towards taking 

care of her brothers and father, but that she did eventually marry after 

long negotiations to persuade the groom’s family to also take in her 

youngest brother as well.  “My husband is a farmer, also now I have two 

kids, my son is 14 and my daughter is 11 years old.”  

 

Avaniyammal is also eager to talk about her training, which took place from February to March 2013, she 

shares that her experience was good because they got to travel and take health surveys in the villages to 

understand what illnesses exist and then survey the medicinal plants of the area and learn traditional recipes 

to prepare remedies. “The work we are doing is good and useful and the feedback we are getting from 

people we sell to, even our families. It is encouraging to get this good feedback.” 

 

Avaniyammal works with the sales aspects for Amirtha. She explains that her task is to work within the 

Vandipalayam village and slowly more further to identify markets in other villages. “We have to take the 

initiative ourselves; it is our own decision which results in our income.” They visit schools and sell to teachers 

and to talk about the benefits of their natural medicine, and also distribute plants for people’s kitchen 

gardens. “My hope is that we can sell more and more - so that we can take more income from our profit 

total, something like Rs. 150 per day would be very useful.” The members of the enterprise have contributed 

only a little towards the initial costs, so the group decided to invest a part of their earnings towards these 

initial costs as a contribution from their side. This, Avaniyamal says, is not easy. She says that they have no 

cycle or other means of transport surrounding the Vandipalayam village, so they often have to first walk far 

out to be able to catch a bus. “This is not so convenient, as we cannot visit many places in one day, and we 

often come back home late.” Avaniyammal hopes to earn more in order to put get kids to study and says 

“We need to further develop the work to further develop our life.”  

 

Selvi - Amirtha Herbal Medicine 

 

Selvi is 34 years old and works for the last two years with the sales aspects of 

Amirtha. Her parents used to work as farmers, but her father died 20years 

ago and now she supports her mother who is at home. “I was the only child, 

and got to study only till the 8th standard. I also did farming work to help the 

family before,” explains Selvi. Her husband is 37 and is also a farmer. Selvi 

shares “It is difficult here because to get work I have to go out of 

Vandipalayam and there is no real work in this village.” So when the 

enterprise opportunity came, Selvi was happy to join.  
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She explains how the training taught her about being a Sidha doctor and how to use plants and herbs for 

curing people with different remedies. She says “We are bringing back this knowledge that is good for the 

people and it makes us feel good while it also supports our families.” She is also able to slowly start paying 

back loans and hopes to continue to put her children through an education. “I wanted my kids to have good 

habits and learn from an English medium school, but that was too expensive so we stopped and put the girl 

in another school.” 

 

Selvi explains how her husband has hurt his knees so his work is irregular. “I am very relieved that I can trust 

in the income from this work, my husband's work is less reliable.” She also explains the details of various 

medicines they prepare and how it has helped her treat her own husband’s pains from home, rather than 

spending a lot of trips to the hospital where medicines were more expensive. “We did get an injection from 

the hospital, but the rest I can do myself now at home, for my husband and even for the little kids.”  She 

took the training course for herbal medicines from February to March 2013. Selvi now plays a central role in 

her family, supporting her children, husband and mother.  

Meera Herbal Food Production Unit 

The Meera Herbal Food Unit was inspired by the Amritha herbal unit to 

further encourage the concept that ‘food is medicine, and medicine is 

our food.’  The Meera herbal food products include over ten types of 

herbal chutneys, herbal dosa-batter and other powders that are used as 

traditional food supplements. The products produced are labeled in the 

local language using local terms to encourage the revival of traditional 

knowledge regarding the health benefits of the ingredients. 

The women have got trained in herbal plant collection, semi processing, preparation of food, book keeping 

and marketing aspects. It was initially expected that the market would target those from larger cities, but it 

has been fortunately noticed that there is a significant demand in the village itself. Traditional knowledge 

plays an important role here, as many of the ingredients are known to the community and are easy identified 

and consumed. There have been 15 women trained in the collection and production of herbal food so far. 

Through this enterprise the range of income is Rs. 2500 – Rs. 3000 per month depending on their individual 

capacity. 

Achievements: 

 Team building strongly. 

 Quick learning and adopting the business skill. 

 Rural marketing approach and selling their products is 

good 

 Facing risk to collecting herbs and Transport but they are 

well involving without complaints and worries because 

they want develop their enterprise so they are ready face 

the risk. 

 Team decision / speak truth, trust each other, issues talk directly, truthful communication, love each 
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other, listen each other, transparency, financial transparency. 

 Equal share, partnership and rights. Help each other and polite approach and costumer care. 

 They are taking care their full responsibility. 

 The best practice of this enterprise the sales team entering every day income and marketing villages 

including travel cost. 

 Daily work records production, collection and no. of. Packaging those are entering in manual records. 

 Currently they are taking their day based income Rs.120 perday. 

 

Challenges: 

 Social and physical problems: The enterprise village located very internal ,so the transport is very 

difficult to women, every day, they use to walk 7 kms to reach main road 

 Women empowerment not recognize in men domination society even within project area. But non 

members from village women are interested to join this work, but they are thinking this is 

employment, those are not much aware the women enterprise and risk. So we are trying to explain 

to them after that they are thinking not ready take the risk. 

 The team gets tired because of travel and manual production.   

 Contribution in enterprise development:  stakeholder money contribution  Rs.30000 organizing from 

their village SHG on coming quarter (December 2014 to February 2015). 

Training: 

 

There has been continuous training according to the emerging needs of the enterprise group. Training has 

been provided on topics such as Quality Control, Problem Solving and Hygiene Management. Other training 

topics include workshops on Packaging and the Production process (drying and storage). 

 

 

Marketing Initiatives:  

 

Rural market, finding retail shops and whole seller. Label printed for different packaging ,pamphlet prepared. 

There are 185 existing customers and 5 shops at which the products are sold. There are a total of 9 different 

products, with one new product introduced over the last quarter. The members from same village, building 

the capacity of women in entrepreneurship skill. They are very interested and active, they have a daily 

working system and which involves the whole process of their business. In October representatives from 

Meera attended a Chennai Mela which was organized by TNCDW for Women’s SHGs enterprises promotion. 

The enterprise earned about Rs.3500 from this event. 
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Sasikala - Meera Herbal Food 

 

Sasikala is 31 years old and was born to farmers and has one brother who is now 

30 years old. “I regret is very much, but I was only able to study until the 3rd 

standard, so I cannot write.” Sasikala shares how she would love to have studied 

more because she is very self-conscious about how she speaks as she feels she 

cannot communicate as well as others can. Sasikala says she feels she was 

oblivious to the problems at home as a child “You know when you are small, you 

don’t notice things like that,” but adds “it’s only after marriage that things began 

to get difficult.” Her husband also works in farming, and she shares that it is 

difficult with his income to pay for even small expenses. “Sometimes he won’t go 

for work as the work is not so regular and he is not always called.”  

 

Having joined the enterprise Sasikala feels that the training in herbs was very good and she is very pleased 

with what she has learnt. Sasikala took the training course for about a month in July 2014. She shares that “I 

am happy that these people have come to help us with making this work happen. We are getting good 

feedback about the things we sell, that it is helping with appetite problems and cold and many problems. It is 

good to get this feedback from people.” Sasikala suggests that “We need to grow the enterprise with more 

energy, this will give us more income. If we do it as if it is our own, then only it will succeed and grow.” 

Sasikala is not sure how to take steps to encourage this change and keeps saying that she is not able to 

because of her lack of education. Yet, even with her low self esteem her dreams for her children are loud, 

confident and clear, “There are no difficult things at work, yet all is difficult in its own way. But we must work 

hard to earn. I didn’t study, so I hope my children will study. So I will work hard, as this is my hope.”  

 

Lakshmi - Meera Herbal Food 

 

Lakshmi is now 55 years old and lives in Vandipalayam. She was the only girl and 

had three brothers. “I did not go to school, neither did my husband who is a 

farmer. My daughters are 25 and 35 years old and are both married farmers, and 

they both studied till the 10th grade.” Lakshmi's husband is old and she says he is 

often ill so he cannot do much. He spends his days at home while she goes out 

to work. His income used to support the family, but now Lakshmi’s does. 

Lakshmi participated in about a month long training course to learn about herbal 

properties and their potential uses in food. 

 

She explains, “I am getting older, so to pluck the ingredients for the mixtures 

from here and there, and walk the distances is not so easy anymore. But I need 

to feed the family. We had times we had little or no food, so we do not want 

that again.” The problem Lakshmi says is that “We had no idea how to make money,” she says, “but now we 

are getting told how we can do it, which is good.” Lakshmi remembers her village when she was younger, 

and says that going to school was not normal, majority were farmers living with very little. Lakshmi explains 

that farming work is not easy, income is irregular and cannot be easily predicted as the crop yield and prices 

vary according to many different factors. Although Lakshmi says she is happy working, she is worried about 
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the near future as she is aware of her aging body. “The income I get is enough to feed us both and pay for his 

treatments, but what will we rely on when I cannot work anymore?” Lakshmi expresses her content in 

finding a group to work with and that she is eager to push forward to ensure the success of the enterprise, so 

that she hopes, it may support her in the future when the times get more difficult. 

Herbal Gardens as Supplementary Source of Income 

Homestead herbal gardens are traditionally sources of herbal plants for the production of local remedies as 

well as raw material for the local healers utilizing traditional medicines in their pharmacopeia.  This venture 

envisages supplementary income of about Rs. 500 – Rs. 1000 for those that own a garden that supports the 

Amritha and Meera herbal enterprises and also helps revive the traditional knowledge system within the 

village community. Forty SHG’s members have been selected for the herbal garden promotion and collection 

of herbs for both Amirtha and Meera units. The team was trained in herbal garden promotion, collection 

and semi processing, such as cleaning drying and storage. Currently there are 12 herbal gardens in the 

Nadukuppam area and 20 in Vandipalaya, that have been planted voluntarily, each containing about 5, 10, 

15 or 20 plants.  

The gardens are newly planted and have been established over the last two months of October, and 

November. Therefore we are still waiting to collect leaves from the gardens. Garden holders taking good 

care of their plants. It will take another minimum 6 months to see the yield. The Amirtha and Meera 

enterprises are hoping for some species in particular. For example, Amirtha hopes that all the needs for oil 

from the bone-setting plant will be provided through these gardens. Aloe-vera is another plant Amirtha is 

keen to begin collecting from the gardens. For Meera, the women look forward to yield from the fencing-

plants that grow on the fence such as ‘perandai’ for chutney and ‘mudakktran’ for chutney and idly powder. 

Village Botanist – Nursery Units  

Concept: 

The village botanist is an enterprise that encourages community members to cultivate local flora and set-up 

nursery from which the same can be made available to the entire bio-region. The second nursery will 

produce the vegetable seedlings required for agriculture and due to its location it will also serve as a sales 

outlet of the other Nursery.   

Annai Magalir Nursery group has been set-up in the village of Nadukuppam consisting of 20 beneficiaries to 

execute this enterprise in the village. There are currently 6 women part of the Annai Magalir Nursery kuzhu. 

These women were selected and given training in nursery rising, they are in charge of nursery now. Five of 

these women work in rotation in the nursery that has been set-up in the village currently.  

 Government Officials Visits: 

27th September 2014 – The Nadukuppam Panchayat president visited nursery and collected 100 saplings 

from the nursery.  

10th October 2014 - KVK from Puducherry officials visited our nursery and purchased around 50 saplings. 

They said they would keep coming to collect more plants. 
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17th October 2014 - Representative from Nizhal (Chennai) visited and ordered 250 indigenous plants and will 

collect the saplings by the end of December 2014. 

Marketing Initiatives:  

At the moment we are selling in large scale to particularly one organization and we want expand too many. 

Many of the buyers are asking for smaller orders. There are currently 90 different species and 15 new 

species (5000 seedlings) introduced over the last three months. There is 40,000 saplings stock in hand. Many 

outside people like private nurseries, Government officials, Village Panchayat and some NGO contacted us to 

buy the saplings. We are bit worried about the price because they are asking 5 to 8 rupees per saplings, as 

our production cost alone comes about more than 14 rupee per sapling, so we were not able to offer the 

price they are asking for.  

Achievements: 

 In the last two months they are managing themselves to purchase of raw materials and salary etc., 

(they are taking money from their sales accounts).  

Challenges: 

 Presently we are producing mostly tropical dry evergreen forests species (traditional indigenous 

species) and people are worrying about the sales.  

 These saplings not moving fast and we have to wait for 6 months or one year. 

 All the times women’s has to go forest for seed collections 

 Collection is challenging as sometimes they have to climb the trees and collect the seeds from the 

large trees. 

 

Contribution in enterprise development: 

 There are sufficient staffs in the nursery, we are not planning add in the beneficiary list. 

Management: 

 A separate account was opened for the nursery group and the sales amount credited their account. 

 They will go for purchasing of raw materials (like soils and manure etc.,) 

 Monthly once or twice they will go for seed collection trip to the local forests 

 The salary of the women’s will be credited via their nursery sales account. 

 

Marketing and Financial: 

 Shortly we are going to start a second unit of nursery in Sevidankuppam and this will be more 

effective sales outlet center 

 We are planning to reduce the bag size and the price of the seedling will be reduced. 

 We are planning to start some local traditional ornamental plants along with indigenous species 

 So far we not getting any loan from bank and other sources, so, this time we are planning to get 

some loan. 
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Sivagangai – Nadukuppam Nursery 

Sivagangai is 29th years old and was brought up in the Vaniper village but after 

marriage moved to Nadukuppam where she now works as a part of a Nursery 

enterprise. Her parents were both farmers and she has two brothers aged 40 

and 45 and two sisters aged 30 and 32. She says, “Out of the 5 of us, one sister 

got to study till the 7th standard, and I got to study till the 10th standard, but 

the rest did not study at all. My parents had difficulties to support 5 children, 

as I think they earned only about Rs. 35 to Rs. 50 per day during that time. So 

they kept three children to help with the farming and only two of us got to 

study a little bit.”  Sivagangai was married when she was 28 years old to her 

husband who is now 36 years old working as a tailor. “Some days he earns a 

lot, some days nothing at all. I suppose weekly he might get a few hundred 

rupees, maybe 4 to 5 hundred.”  

 

Selvi – Nadukuppam Nursery 

Selvi is 38 years old and has studied up till the 7th standard. Her parents 

were farmers but her father also had a small clothing store. She grew up 

in Chennai. She says, “Its been 16 years since I was married. My husband 

is 40 years old and he is also a farmer. His income is not very regular as 

sometimes there are big losses.” 

Selvi shares that she used to work at a cake company, but that she did 

not really enjoy the work. “I used to have to pack biscuits and other 

products, they paid me about Rs. 30-35 per day.” She then explains that 

she worked for 8 years at the Pitchandikulam Forest and that is how she 

got into the nursery. “My boy is 16 and is studying in the 10th standard. I 

have no documents, it was all lost in the old house. I hope my child can 

study and I hope one day to build a stronger house. I earn about Rs. 110 

daily.” Selvi participates in seed collection and tending to the nursery. 

She explains that the most difficult task is the collection because it involves a lot of traveling and climbing 

hills in forests and that with difficult monsoon weather or the hot sun it is often very tiring. “Overall I am 

happy, but there are many things we need to work on to improve.” 
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Venom Extraction Enterprise with Irula Tribes 

 

Concept:  

Venom extraction from snakes is a specialized skill that is expertly done by the Irula tribals who 

abound in the bio-region around Auroville. The company and project aims to set up a snake venom 

extraction enterprise in Villupuram District thus helping the livelihoods of the Irulas living in the 

Kaliveli Bio-region and also can be a replicable model in other places. The enterprise includes the 

training of 100 Irula people, infrastructure creation, and research. The vision of the company 

includes an understanding of low socioeconomic conditions of the Irulas and aims to benefit the 

Irula community through snake catching and snake-friendly methods of venom extraction. Mortality 

due to snakebite is a serious problem in India (±50,000 deaths/year) which is due to lack of 

knowledge about snakes. This is also one of the major reasons to start the company.   

There is a methodology of catching the snake and extracting the venom weekly once for a month. 

The company will be engaged in the field of snake catching through the Irulas who are expert in this 

field. Once the snake is caught it would be carefully transported to the extraction unit in 

Marakkanam. There the snakes will be kept safely and milked. Captured snakes would be kept safe 

in Extraction Pit and fed as needed.  Transformation of liquid venom into powder form through 

lyophilization / freeze drying and thereafter selling it to various antivenom production companies.  

The snakes would then be marked before release in the forest so that it will not be caught with in a 

period of 4 to 5 months. After milking the snake for venom, the snake will be safely let off in a 

reserve forest under the supervision of forest department officials.  

The reason for selecting the Villupuram district for this company, is because the Irula communities 

that live within this district face extreme poverty with occupations and livelihoods being limited and 

a high percentage being unemployed. A site near the Forest Dept’s eucalyptus plantation at 

Marakkanam away from human habitation has been identified as a good place to construct the 

snake pit. Many Irulas are illiterate and uneducated, and face constant discrimination and 

exploitation by the landlords. There are about 67,000 Irulas are in the district and so, the project 

can up lift their life. The Irula community has also been identified as the best in catching snakes 

without harming the snakes.  
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The Beneficiaries: 

S.No Block Name 
No of beneficiaries 

Identified (Irulas) 

No of beneficiaries 

trained (Irulas) 

1 Marakkanam 29 19 

2 Vanur 22 13 

3 Cheyyur 19 16 

Total 70 48 

 

Meetings with Officials: 

19th August 2014: Meeting with Mr. S. Anand, IFS, District Forest Officer, Villupuram, regarding 

snake venom project and inspection of office and land. Submitted all the related documents. 

10th  & 22nd September 2014: A meeting was held with Manager from Bharat Serums and Vaccines 

Limited, Mumbai, regarding Venom producing and marketing.  

16th September 2014: Marakkanam visit with forest officers Shri V.Irulandi, IFS Chief Conservator of 

Forests and shri S. Anand, IFS, District Forest Officer, Range officers, and few Guards visited the 

VDSVPT with SEDAB representatives Mr Joss Brooks and Mr Eric. The trip was organized to explain 

the aims and reasons behind the project and the trust activities and functioning.  

24th September 2014: Meeting with Mr. Melkani, IFS, Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Chief 

Wildlife Warden, Chennai, regarding permission to carry out the project. Submitted all the related 

documents.  

16th December 2014: Meeting with Mr. Limatoshi, IFS, Chief Conservator of Forests, Biodiversity, 

Forest department Tamil Nadu, Chennai, regarding permission to carry out the project. Submitted 

all the related documents.  

Tasks Accomplished September – November 2014: 

 Had several meetings with Irula Tribes Snake Catcher Committee at Kalanjium, Marakkanam 

In Villupuram District Of Tamil Nadu to further the understanding of the project. 

 Had meeting with Trustees of VSVPT with SEDAB representatives where 32 Irulas attended 

to clear their doubts and bring them up to date on happenings on our program. 

 1st October 2014: Land Lease of ½ acre finalized. 

 25th October 2014: Irulas community meeting conducted at Marakkanam in which 67 Irula 

that attended were divided into 7 groups. The 7 Trustees and 5 members representing 

SEDAB attended. 
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 1st November 2014: Rent of a full building for the Trust & company office finalized. 

 5th - 6th November 2014: Irulas training programme at Nadukuppam regarding the pros 

and cons of the project. There were 48 Irulas who attended and 4 Trustees and 5 

representatives from SEDAB. 

 Purchase of Equipment Required for Enterprise: Lyophilizer/venom freezer/centrifuge 

venom purifier/micro pipetes/stabilizers/associated electrical fittings. 

Training for Irulas at Nadukuppam Forest 

Agenda: 

1. Information about how to handle snake 

2. Status of the development of the Irula Snake Catchers and Venom Producers Company. 

3. Snake catching training for Pest Control of India for Snake rescue program and venom project.  

Snake Rescue Team was formed. 

4. Other information with permission of the Managing trustee. 

Attendance: Chief Consultant, Trustees, SEDAB Staff, Irulas 

05th November 2014: 

We fallowed Irula tribals who had been called by the local populace (Villagers, farmers, land 

owners, etc) to catch snakes from their premises. The tribals organised themselves into groups 

according to the villages they inhabited. The SEDAB team followed the tribals documented the 

modus operandi they followed. According to this marks were allotted to each group according to 

style of catching, handling methods, expressions etc. All the Irulas performed well and scored above 

50 % marks which shows their expertise in the field.  

06th November 2014: 

Same procedure and methods were followed. 24 Irulas participated on this day training 

programme. Irulas participated in the training programme and their score details 

Villupuram District Snake Venom Producer Trust (VDSVPT) 

Name of the Irulas  Village Name Marks 

Cheyyur-  T.Panchan – Supervisor TEAM  “A”  Cheyyur 50 

1.     Nagappan Cheyyur 100 

2.     Archunan Cheyyur 95 

3.     Chandrar Cheyyur 100 

4.     Ravi Cheyyur 100 

5.     Shekar  Cheyyur 100 
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6.     Arumugam Cheyyur 100 

7.     Vellian Cheyyur 100 

Arkadu– Selvam- Supervisor TEAM  “B”  Arkadu 90 

1.     Naraayanan Arkadu 100 

2.     Ezhumalai Arkadu 100 

3.     Mani  Arkadu 95 

4.     Suresh Arkadu 80 

5.     Kumar Arkadu 100 

6.     Kaathavaraayan Arkadu 80 

7.     Nataesan Arkadu 95 

8.     Ravi Arkadu 100 

9.     Gunasekar Arkadu 90 

Tindivanam – B.Chellappan- Supervisor  TEAM  “C”  Kizhsiviri 75 

1.     Ramesh Kollumedu 90 

2.     Rajendran Kizhsiviri 75 

3.     Ganesan Peravoor 75 

4.     Devarasu Kollumedu 95 

5.     Balakrishnan Kizhsiviri 100 

6.     Vaelu Kollumedu 100 

7.     Krishna murthy Kollumedu 100 

Mathuranthagam - K.Murugan – Supervisor  TEAM  “D”  Pasumpur 100 

2.     K.Ragavel Vanniyanallur 100 

3.     D.Rajendran Pasumpur 100 

4.     S.Bubalan Pasumpur 95 

5.     Pannier Vanniyanallur 50 

6.     Shakthi vel Vanniyanallur 100 

7.     Ramakrishnan Vanniyanallur 90 

Chemadipattu- Babu - Supervisor  TEAM  “E”    Komadipattu 100 

2.     Vaelu Komadipattu 100 

3.     Vellai Komadipattu 100 

4.     Ravi Uthampalayam 90 

5.     K.Babu Uthampalayam 100 

6.     Ezhumalai Komadipattu 95 

Sengee – V.Raja .  – Supervisor  TEAM  “F”  Sengee 85 

2.     Kalimurthy Pakkam 100 

3.     Mani Pallineliyanar 75 

4.     Bubaalan Pallineliyanar 60 

5.     Pachiappan Pallineliyanar 70 

6.     Jeyaraman Pallineliyanar 70 

7.     K.Bubaalan Pallineliyanar 100 

Raavanapuram Dindivanam – T.Durai raasu TEAM  “G”  Raavanapura, Nil 

2.     Veerappan Nagar 100 

3.     Balaraman Nagar 50 
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         One physically challenged Irula also participated in the training programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual permanence in the training programme 
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Immediate Future Plan: 

The Snake pit will have to be constructed after a supervisory visit from Forest Officials and the pit 

could then be constructed within one month. All is prepared to begin the enterprise extraction and 

production. The team is waiting on the Forest Department visit and associated approvals. Because 

intra specific variation in venom component within the species and to develop truly robust 

polyvalent Anti- venom serum, it would be useful to collect venom from three corners of the 

country pull them together and distribute to Anti- venom serum producing pharmaceutical 

companies. 

Supplementary Source of Income for Irulas 

 We have an order from Crocodile Bank for the supply of 120 rats per week. They will pick up 

by themselves. We are working on costs which depends on how many rats we can catch per 

day for two days. For Irulas side income generation, we have begun supply of field rodent to 

Madras Crocodile Bank Trust (MCBT) for their requirement for feeding snakes.  

 Agreement with Pest Control India (PCI) for snake rescue operation. 

 9th September 2014: 120 rats i.e. (65 big sizes and 55 small sizes) sent to Crocodile Bank 

(MCBT), Chennai. So far around 300 field rodents were supplied within 1 ½ months.  

 
 

Pottery Unit 

 
Concept:  
 
The village of Munnur has traditionally had amazing pottery skills going back several generations. However, 
the onslaught of the modernity has rendered much of the pottery products redundant or useless in the 
contemporary life. A few families of potters 
even today practice pottery in this village 
while others have moved to product 
making including paper mache and other 
products. However the prevalence of the 
skills provides an enabling environment for 
setting up of a pottery unit that designs and 
produces contemporary utility based 
pottery products. The Thiruneelakandar 
Mahalir Manpaandam production group 
has been formed inspired by the traditional 
pottery saint by the name of 
Thiruneelakandar.   
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Training: 
 
November 17th 2014, - soil and clay preparation training was conducted by Mr.Narayanasawmy. In this 
mainly concentrate on different of soil & method drying, sheaving for clay preparations and product Firing 
process.  
 
December 9th 2014 – Product training conducted, products are uruli (flower pot) – 2 types 
 
December 19th 2014 – Product training conducted, Water jar with lid, handmade lamps – 3 types 
 
Achievements: 
 

 Production lose like blockish colour in the product and avoid the crack was reduced because of the 
small technical inputs from the consultants lamp firing process.  

 Women’s group involved in the process of building a CFC construction  
 

 
Challenges: 
 

 Due to continuous rain production process was delayed likely soil drying, products dry for firing. 

Lampshade Unit 

 
Concept:  
 
Auroville and its neighbourhood has created several products as a hybrid of the access to large tourism 
markets, uniqueness of novel product designs and availability of traditional skills with the local communities. 
One such novel product is the decorative lampshade that is produced in large numbers in several cottage 
industries around Auroville and sold to the Indian and Foreign tourists in Auroville as well as other tourist 
parts of India. This lampshade is manufactured through hand crafting utilizing cotton thread, hand-made 
paper manufactured in Auroville and decorative beads.  
 
In all, 13 SHG women are identified from Thiruchittrambalam village close to Auroville for this enterprise. 
M/s Evershine crafts, an Auroville based lampshade manufacturing unit has provided technical training to 
the group. Depending upon the learning capacity of the individual, 3 to 6 products have been learnt by the 
members individually. The training will be completed in the middle of November and the unit set-up will 
happened end of November.  
 
A Brief description about unit progress: 

15 women started attending the training from Rayapudupakkam village and they were very much involved in 

the training in the beginning. Then some of them started complaining that the work is very hard and the 

income is not much. After discussing with them three times they agreed to do this work individually in their 

home in order to reduce the running cost like building rent and electricity and the building advance. It was 

agreed by everybody. Then the trainer felt that the training period of two months was not enough to teach 

them all the products as it was planned. This was discussed in the meeting and agreed to extend the training 

for one more month. Bur after the completion two months the trainer went to Delhi to participate a 
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handicraft exhibition for selling their products. This one month gap made the women to search for other job. 

Finally 4 women got job in Jipmer hospital and other 6women got job in other Auroville units and the rest of 

them are busy with their personnel work. So only 2 of them are ready for the third month training. 

So we started identifying women from other villages to attend this training. We have identified 20 women 

from other villages and they are from the far away villages, don’t have employment opportunities and we 

have identified new trainer who is ready to teach more no of products in 3 months’ time. This time we are 

planning to do the training in AVAG office to have a regular interaction with the women. 

Remarks: 

Out of 15 women 10 of them have completed the training. Among the ten 5 of them picked up the skill very 

fast and the rest of them are quite slow in picking up the skill. In this team two physically challenged women 

were also included. They can’t hear and they very slow in picking up the skills. But they are very much 

interested to learn the skill. In the beginning there was a proposal to rent house for the enterprise and a 

house was identified by the women .But after completing one month training they felt that renting a house 

will increase their setting up cost and the running expenses so they consulted the trainer and agreed to do it 

individually from their home. The problem started when the trainer went to attend a handicraft exhibition in 

Delhi for a month. During this gap the women got another job in different places. 

 

Hammock Unit 

 
Concept:  
 
Hammocks are a product of comfort and relaxation and 

much sought after in urban markets. The Hammock is 

complex weaving and requires quite a bit of skill to make, 

a well trained person may require about 2-3 days to make 

a hammock. But, it could provide good returns particularly 

if there is an accessible market for the product closeby. 

Ambala Hammock is a Kottakarai village based hammock 

making unit that has been run as a cottage industry 

utilizing the vast tourist population that visits Auroville 

through the year. The unit is unable to produce 

adequately to meet the demands of the market, the manufacturer has approached SEDAB project with an 

offer to train, provide raw material as well as market the produce of an SHG enterprise.  

 

Totally, 10 SHG’s women are identified from Apparempattu village for this enterprise. M/s Ambala 

hammocks, provide technical training to this group. Two members work as team and produce two different 

designs of hammocks.  A training of 2 months took place and the unit will start to produce from the month of 

December 2014 after its inauguration. 
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Remarks: 

10 Women from Appirempet village and 8 women from Kootroad are getting training from Ambala hammock 

units. They are very much interested in the Training. They pick up the skills very fast. They have identified a 

building for rent and made a agreement with the house owner for 5 years. The women have bargained the 

building rent from Rs 3000 to Rs 1500 per month. This would not be possible even in the case of our staff. 

The building is newly constructed and there is some pending work .The house owner has agreed to finish the 

pending work in a week time .The women have decided to inaugurate their enterprise on 10 th December. In 

their village this is the first enterprise run by the villager. The women are very committed to do all the 

preparation work for the inauguration. 

Achievements: 

 This group is working as a team as they are relatives of each other. They have identified a beautiful 

house with all the facilities and space for a cheaper rate. The women have picked up the skills very 

fast. In the beginning there was some hesitation to learn this skill and their husbands were not ready 

to send them to Auroville for training. But the situation changed gradually and they started to like 

this work after interacting with the other workers of the hammock unit.  

 Mr. Ilango has agreed to give regular order at least for 5 years.  

 They have decided everything for the inauguration with the help of the staff. But they invited the 

village leaders for the inauguration and purchased all the materials for the inauguration.  

 Ii is too early to think about this aspect. They will be able to decide about this only after 2 months of 

their functioning.  

Challenges: 

 They are very particular about the monthly income in the beginning of the training. During the 

training they have realized the practical problems of the enterprises in the beginning stage .Now 

they are talking about the success of the enterprise than the income 

Contribution in enterprise development: 

They have agreed to contribute 50 % of the setting up cost. It will be around Rs 50000. 
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Hammock Enterprise Inauguration 

 

A new Hammock Enterprise was inaugurated on the 10th 

December 2014, in Aaparampet, owned and run by 10 

women. We would like to thank Auroville's Ambalam 

Hammock unit for training the women who volunteered 

from Self Help Groups in the nearby regions. The 

inauguration took place on the 17th December 2014, with 

the presence of the Panchayat, members from AVAG, 

Pitchandikulam and the women entrepreneurs. 

 

Adilakshmi - Hammock Unit 

Adilakshmi travels by auto to work every day. She is 38 years old and has 

participated in a one month training that is almost finished to be able to 

make hand-woven hammocks. Adilakshmi's parents were farmers and had 

no education, she has two brothers that have both studied till they 8th 

standard. Adilaskhmi says she used to work nearby, but it was difficult to 

afford the travel costs so she stopped. Her husband studied till the 10th 

grade, and is 49 years old electrician. She has three children, all currently 

studying in school, her boy in the 7th grade, and her daughters in the 9th 

and 12th grade. Adilakshmi shares, “As I was part of a famer’s family, I was 

home a lot and there was not much to do.”  

Her work with the hammock unit is able to support my husband and father who are at home. She explains 

that the work is not too difficult, and once learnt she hopes she can increase her speed. One hammock takes 

about three days to complete initially, but Adilakshmi is confident to be able to do it faster, within two days, 

soon. “My husband has three illnesses, like thyroid and I think TB and some other illness I’m not sure. I had 

to take loans to cover his costs and it’s been one year now that he is at home.”  Her hope is that this work 

will provide me with a steady income that can support my daughter's college fees. Adilakshmi's mother died 

when I was in my twenties so my father also lives in our home. Her father helps a little bit here and there in 

the household, but he does not make an income.  

“My dream is to be able to one day build a house, but there are many challenges, so let’s see, it’s not easy.” 

She continues “My daughter says she wants to be a nurse, maybe her dream is still possible, but I don’t know 

how she will do that.” Adilakshmi has been working with the hammock unit for only a month and the training 

is almost complete. “If we give our heart we can do it and we will feel the results.” 
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Environmental Education Program in Auroville Bio-Region  
Activity Name : World Diabetes Day  

Date: 14.11.14 (10th to 15th of Sept Diabetes Week) 

Place: Poothurai, Aravindar school, Nadukuppam and Pudupakkam school 

No. of Beneficiaries: 120 students 

 

We started the class with a simple question for discussion, “how many of you have a family member with 

diabetes in your family?” This lead to the deeper question about what diabetes is and why people get this 

disease.  We gave a simple introduction about diabetes to the students and the early symptoms of the 

diabetes such as frequent urination in large amounts (polyuria), increase in thirst (polydipsia), dry mouth or 

throat, weight loss, increase in appetite (polyphagia) and feeling tired or weak. We had an activity imitating 

these symptom in a group.  Then we discussed the serious symptoms of the diabetes.  Children were 

informed the following symptoms appear if the diabetes is not treated, or in some cases when it is 

undiagnosed; such as weight loss, stomach aches, nausea and vomiting, heavy, rapid breathing (Kussmaul 

breathing) and drowsiness. 

We also discussed the causes of diabetes and preventive methods such as getting your sugar levels 

checked, changes in lifestyle,  eating healthy, minimize TV watching, eating smart by limiting your 

portion size,  getting sufficient sleep,  managing stress,   going for regular health check-ups etc. In the 

end we talked about the world diabetes day and why this day is celebrated in the world wide and what is our 

role to spread the awareness on preventing the diabetes in our families.  Students reported that some small 

children are getting affected by this diseases. We used the resource materials of Primary Prevention Of 

Diabetes published by M. V. Hospital for Diabetes & Diabetes Research Centre (WHO Collaborating Centre 

for Research, Education & Training in Diabetes) Chennai 600 013. 

 

Activity Name: The Importance of the Flying fox 

Place: Kazhupperumbakkam, Nadukuppam,  

Date: 2nd week of November 

 

Children were taken to the trees where there are lots of fruits 

fox in Kazhuperumbakkam. They had a close observation of the 

flying fox. They sat around the trees and started drawing of the 

trees and the fruit bats.  They had already discussed in the 

classroom about how to observe closely and record their 

observation into their note book.  The classes happened under 

the fruit trees at Kazhuperumbakkam and NEEC (Nadukuppam 

Environmental Education Centre) class room. Children were 

given 5 minutes to write down their questions about the bats 

and come up with questions such as - How big are bats? What 

do bats eat? Where do bats live? Why this fruit bats choose 

this particular tree? How do bats find their way around in the dark?  Why do bats hang upside down?   
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We divided the groups into four and encouraged the groups to find answers with group discussion.   After 15 

minutes each group presented their finding to the whole group.  Most of the answers were right and they 

gave different answers for to why do bats hang upside down.  

We gave them some resource books and leaflet on bats published by zoo outreach and some information 

from websites. We helped them to find the answers of the last question. One students stood and read  a 

paragraph from the book aloud, “The bats feet are not strong enough to support standing or walking for a 

long time. Unlike birds, bats can't launch themselves into the air from the ground. Their wings don't produce 

enough lift to take off from a dead stop, and their hind legs are so small and under-developed that they can't 

run to build up the necessary take-off speed. Hanging upside down is also a great way to hide from danger. 

Bats have a unique physiological adaptation that lets them hang this way without exerting any energy. To 

hang upside down, a bat flies into position, pulls its claws open with other muscles and finds a surface to 

grip. Then we had discussion of the importance of the fruit bats and how bats are helping to the biodiversity.   

We also discussed why we should conserve them through role play with face mask from zoo outreach 

resource materials. Children had a great fun and learnt about the importance and conservation of fruit bat.   

 

Activity Name: Stress Management for Adolescents 

Place: AIAT 

Date: 7.11.14 

No. of Beneficiaries: 43 students 

 

43 students participated with 2 teachers from the AIAT School. The students age between 18 and 35. The 

main objective of this activity is to help adolescents to understand their body’s responses to stress, and how 

to cope with stress in a healthy way.  

Process: Students will participate in an activity in which they navigate a maze filled with potential stressors. 

This activity will help students explore their thoughts, feelings and behavior in response to stress. A 

questioner was given to know about their individual stress level in Tamil which contains about 50 questions. 

Students silently read the questions and rated their stress level. We found that 55% of the students have 

high level stress and pressure of the academic and fear about their future, family pressure etc. Then we gave 

a presentation on what is stress and the symptoms of the stress in physical, vital, emotional and mental 

level. The students were not interested in the topic in the beginning when we talked about their own stress 

level after receiving the questionnaire they were very quiet and want to understand more on this topic.   

Then the coordinator shared the information on the symptom of the stress in us and how people are 

affected by the stress and pressure through a story.  The students identified the story with their own life.  

We had a brief discussion on what are the signs that show when experiencing stress, what students do when 

they are in high stress, and how does our body react to stress and what is the different between good and 

bad stress. We had 9 different types of activities which can help us to manage the stress and help us to come 

out the stress and pressure. The following activities were introduced and practiced in the group to manage 

the stress level. The students were given a brief explanation and through presentation and then they 

practiced with the coordinator. The coordinator guided all these activities.   

- Breathing exercise without closing eyes and with closed eyes (helps to calm the vital and mind) 

- Feel the body weight (help calm the body) 

- Humming sound with closed eyes 

- Shaking the hands (helps to calm the body) 
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- Yawning (helps to fresh the mind) 

- Listen the sounds (faraway, outside the classroom, inside the classroom, inside the body) 

- Self massage of face and pulling the ear slowly 

- Half smile with deep breathing 

- Feel the heart beat and pulse by touching our own hand 

All these activities were designed in a way which can help the adolescents to manage their stress level in a 

short periods.   The students had no difficulties to practice in the group.  The activities were very simple and 

easy to practice anywhere with no materials needed. The students gave a very good feedback about the 

training and were benefitted by this training. They also requested continue this training for every month. 

 

Activity Name: Timeline of Decomposed Materials  

Date: during the reporting period 

Place: Nadukuppam Hr.Sec.School 

 

There are three parts to this activity: 

1) Burying waste: Students will monitor change over time by 

discovering which items are biodegradable and which are not. 

2) Waste timeline: Students will create a visual representation 

of the time it takes for various waste items in a landfill to 

breakdown. Students will identify items that could be 

reduced, reused and recycled in order to prevent them ending 

up in a landfill. 

3) Digging up waste: Students will dig up their buried waste 

and find out what has biodegraded and what has not 

biodegraded. Students will learn that decomposition is the breakdown of biodegradable materials by the 

action of insects, worms, fungi and bacteria. 

12 students from 8th std had started  their trash art project on 1st week their trash art with Damu the art 

teacher.  They collected the trash from their own village at Nadukuppam. The collected waste are tube, tyre, 

plastic paper, milk pocket cover, bottle, bulb, CD, slippers, Aluminum Can, Banana Peel , News papers, Tin 

Can, clothes etc.,  

Students worked in pairs and took the waste, weighed them and recorded the observation of the first part of 

the burying waste record sheet. The students dug a hole of 6 feet long and 1.5 feet deep near to the trash art 

tree.  The buried the waste (leaf, paper, bottle, tin, pulb, cd cloth, plastic cover) and covered with the soil. 

We decided to check on the buried waste on every two weeks for a period of 3 months. Children observed 

the buried waste materials for 3 months. This is the result of the students investigation of the waste timeline 

project. 

The students  had drawn a big size timeline on the floor and they were asked to place the litter item under 

the timeframe they think it will take it to decompose.  Students place some litter items in the in the wrong 

place and we gave the waste timeline sheet and they replaced the items in the right place.  We discussed 

about the why the different items take to compost in different time frame and asked them if we do not want 

litter, what the different ways we can deal with trash?  Children come up with different ideas and shared to 

the groups. 
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Activity: Plantation program 

Location: Gandhi school, Pulichappallam school, Aravindar school, Puthurai school, Kondamur and 

aruvapakkam school 

Date: during the reporting period 

No of participants: 118 students (45 girls and 73 boys) 

 

A plantation program was organized in schools of Vanur Block and Nadukuppam. 81 TDEF  plants were 

brought from Pitchandikulam Forest  and planted by the students in their respective schools. The students 

had a forest visits in the last qtr reporting periods and learnt about the importance of the Tropical Dry Every 

Green species with Botanist at Pitchandikulam forest. The students dug the hole and brought the compost 

and cow dung from their village. The Head Masters of the plantation schools were very much interested in 

the plantation program and involved the children and encourage them for the plantation. The following 

species were planted  and watered by the students . (Delonix regia,  eltophorum pterocarpum, 2 Mimusops 

elengi,  Aglaia elaegnoidea,  Walsura trifoliate,  arjuna , lemon grass,  Ocimum Tenuiflorum,  Aloe vera,  

Vetiveria zizanioides. The school eco club is taking care of the trees at the school campus and the papaya 

trees plantation have come very nicely.  (Peltophorum pterocarpum, Mimusops elengi, Pongamia pinnata, 

Terminalia bellerica, Bauhinia racemosa, Caesalpinia pulcherrima, Pterospermum suberifolium, Terminalia 

arjuna, Aegle marmelos.) 

 

  
 

School Plantation Details  

Sl. No. Date Name of the School No of Trees planted No of students 

involved 

1 18.9.12 Gandhi Hr.Sec.School 10 20 

2 22.9.14 Kondamur Govt.Hr.Sec.School 10 14 

3 23.9.14 Gandhi Hr.Sec.School 11 11 

4 9.10.14 Aruvapakkam Govt.Middle 

School 

10 12 

5 10.10.14 Puthurai Govt.High School 10 14 

6 14.10.14 Sri Aravindar School 5 10 

7 7.11.14 Pulichapallam Hr.Sec.School 15 15 

8 17.11.14 Gandhi Hr.Sec.School 5 10 

9 28.11.14 Puthurai High School 5 10 
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Name of the Activity : Thematic Eco Projects  

Place: Vandippalayam school and Pudupakkam school 

Date: During the reporting period 

No of Beneficiaries: 140 students (73 girls and 67 boys) 

 

The classroom project are going on such as Our water 

body (Kaluveli) in Vandipalayam school and Spirulina – 

the super food in Pudupakkam school and our 

traditional healing methods in Nadukuppam school. 

Eco clubs are engaged in various hands on activities to 

have the practical experiences about the relevant 

topics. Children are engaged with various activities 

such as collecting the information from their elders, 

writing stories and songs, shadow puppets, drawings, 

Kaluveli story, preparation of language games, visiting 

the forest the importance of spirulina, visiting spirulina 

unit at Nadukuppam, nutrition aspect of spirulina, 

spirulina the super healthy food through games and activities and posters. These class room project will be 

expected to present on February 1st week of 15.  

 

Activity Name: Art and Drama Programs 

Place: Nadukuppam Art Room 

Date: July, August and September 

No of Beneficiaries: 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th std from Nadukuppam and Visiting students from outreach schools 

 

The new harmonium instrument was bought for the drama group on August. A harmonium is a keyboard 

instrument similar to an organ. It blows air through sets of free reeds, producing musical notes. The 

harmonium sounds like an accordion. This instrument is used for the koothu, the traditional theatre group in 

Tamil Nadu. Damu our Art teacher is using this harmonium for the koothu group in Nadukuppam school.  Art 

programs are conducted in 2nd and 4th Saturday of every month at NEEC. About 35 students from different 

school in Nadukuppam Panchayat and Pudupakkam Panchayat are participating regularly in these events. 

The students are given awareness program through art. Different topics are given to the students for doing 

art. Now a group of students preparing a play about our water body.  This is the play about our Kaluveli 

history, present condition of our water body and issues and what we can do to protect of our water body.  

The children are preparing this play which includes koothu, puppet, songs, and maps of our bioregion. The 

students are using imagination and skill to communicate their view on environmental issues. Which are 

related to the water body. They are planning to present this story play 4th week of January.  This is really 

innovative method to promote the environmental awareness issues to the village children. 

 

 

 

 

http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_(music)
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reed_(instrument)
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accordion
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Name of the Activity: Students visit to Kurumburam forest, Kumalampet forest 

Place: Kurumburam forest and Kumalampet forest 

Date: 1st week of October 

No of Beneficiaries: 56 students from Nadukuppam, Omiper, and Kandadu school 

 

56 students from 3 eco club of Nadukuppam, Omiper, 

and Kandadu visited the Kurumburam Forest and 

Kumalampet forest on last week of August and 1st week 

of October There were 3 resource people who explained 

and interacted with the student on TDEF forest sites. 

Children were curious about to know their own TDEF 

forest history and present condition of the forest.  They 

had a forest walk inside in the forest and got to know 

the importance of the our local indigenous forest by the 

resource people. Students collected the leaves for the 

samples. They discussed how this forest has been 

encroached by the local people.  They also saw some plastic papers which were used only by the village 

drunken people.  That means corner of the Kurumburam forest is been used for the alcohol drinking place. 

They collected the plastic papers and put them into the village.  Children also shared their thoughts 

regarding protection of the forest and role by the children and panjayat and by the women’s self help group.    

 

Activity: K.N. Palayam SHG spirulina unit 

Location: K.N. Palayam, Pudupakkam Panjayat 

Date: August to November14 

 

This is a part of the women’s group income generation under SEDAB project. There are 15 women SHG 

member who come together and discussed to increase their income. This led them to search the possibilities 

of starting their own income generation project at their village. They decided to start the Spirulina unit after 

having a several discussion and meeting among themselves. They all had a primary visit to Nadukuppam 

spirulina unit and discussed with Nadukuppam spirulina SHG members regarding the possibilities of income 

generation project. This visit has encouraged them to decide of starting a new spirulina unit in KN Palayam. 

Education Coordinator initiated work after seeing the possibilities,  interest and enthusiasm  of the SHG 

member. This led him to do the liaison work of this unit with the help of NEEC teachers. The bank account 

has been started on the name Evergreen Spirulina Women’s Group at State Bank of India in Nadukuppam. 

The land is leased and the women’s group contributed the money for bore well as part of their loan 

component towards the project.  The fence and toilet are completed. The roof work of store room is going 

on now, the land is leveled with sand and the 12 spirulina tanks works have been started and the all the 

works will be completed in 4 works. SHG women groups contributed Rs.2,10,000 for the enterprise setup of 

this unit. The women group is meeting once in a two week and discussing and deciding the most of the 

component in the project.  All the members have got hands on practical training on spirulina production for 

8 days at Nadukuppam spirulina unit on July.  We are expecting the spirulina production in a month. The 

produced spirulina will be sold through Surya spirulina which is a central and common marking agency for all 

the SEDAB spirulina units.  
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Activity Name: Women’s group visit to Pitchandikulam Forest  

Date: 3.9.14 

Place: Pitchandikulam Forest 

No. of Participants: 20 women from tailoring group (AVAG) 

 

Three women self help groups (Beautician Women Self Help Group ) visited Pitchandikulam and other SEDAB 

units in Auroville as part of their Environmental Education programs during the reporting period.  The 

objectives of the visits are to understand the kaluveli watershed and its problems and Pitchandikulam forest 

story, to learn the alternative energy used for water and electricity, to learn the practical usages of the 10 

medicinal plants, how Auroville foodlink is being organized and interaction with other SEDAB units in AVAG.  

 

The resource people (Gupta, Anbu, Parvathy, Lourdes and Pitchandikulam Team) from Pitchandikulam 

showed them in and around and gave the details of the restoration part and guided them to make this visit 

successful.  

Women group learnt the practical information on above mentioned objectives with the resource people 

through games and activities and posters. Later SHG groups were taken to Kamalam at Visitor centre.   This is 

the good part of the visit. The visit was well received and all women keen to learn the new information on 

their bioregion. The resource people gave the information through stories and used the education materials 

such as poster etc. 

 

Activity Name: Medicinal plant garden  

Venue: PIMS – village outreach health centre 

Date: 2nd and 3rd week of August and 1st week of September 

No. of students involved: 12 students and staff of PIMS health centre 

 

48 medicinal plants (22 species) were planted with collaboration of community outreach centre near 

Mudaliar kuppam village one of the tsunami affected village in Viluppuram District.  The designing and 

consultation were done by Pitchandikulam and resource materials were paid by PIMS. About 220 people 

visited last qtr reporting period. The signage of the all the medicinal plants were written on the boards and 

erected near to the medicinal plan where the visitors can easily learn the usages of the plants. The medicinal 

plant garden was inaugurated by the Dean and in charge of the community medicine from PIMS.  Villagers 

and health centre staff and doctors are visiting regularly. 

 

 

Activity: Mindfulness activity (Blindfolds) 

Location: Nadukuppam school 

Date: 3rd week of August and 1st week of September 

No of participants: 52 students (32 girls and 30 boys) from 8th std 

 

The blindfold is a good tool when working with sensory awareness.  By taking away our reliance on sight we 

enhance all the other senses.  The use of a blindfold helps children to focus the attention and brings 

calmness.  As with any other tool the results of its use depend on the way in which the tool is used.  Used 
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well, a blindfold adds depth and intensity to the exercises; We used the blindfolds to the students in for 

Attention and Concentration.  

To switch off the eyes and to rely on the other senses is particularly hard for the adolescent because they 

tend to look from under their blindfolds, so at the beginning it is difficult for them not to cheat.  It is better 

that they do the exercises without a blindfold it they think they are unable to be fair and not peek.  We 

wanted them to trust their other senses and to be confident that nothing bad will happen to them.  We used 

the blindfolds only when the children feel ready. 

We introduced the use of blindfolds in the 

following way.  We began by explaining that 

the use of the blindfold is to experience what it 

is like to be without sight.  If they cheat they 

deny themselves this experience.  We also told 

the children that we know we could trust them 

to close their eyes and keep them closed, but 

that when burning against something or 

someone it is difficult to keep the eyes from 

opening and this is the reason we like to use 

blindfolds.  Sometimes we allowed them to try 

closing their eyes without the blindfold to find 

out for themselves the convenience of wearing 

one.  If some children do not want to use a 

blindfold and we know that they are able to keep their eyes closed without strain or danger of 

spontaneously opening them, we allow them to do so.  At other times we let them do the exercise with the 

blindfold even when we saw that they peep from under it, as we know that time may be needed to be able 

to work without stealing a look.  When we noticed anyone peeking, we asked them to count the number of 

times they need to look, so that they become aware of their difficulty, and after the exercise to say how 

many times they did so.  At other times we asked them to stop walking or doing what they are doing 

whenever they feel the urge to look, to doing what they are doing whenever they feel the urge to look, to 

take several deep breaths, to think about whether they really need to look, and when they feel ready, to 

start again.  We always gave the children the opportunity to rest a bit before continuing or to withdraw from 

the exercise if they become to tired or nervous.  Throughout the exercise we helped the children to stay 

focused on the experience and not on finishing the exercise quickly.  In addition to increasing sensory 

awareness with the use of the blindfold, they also had an opportunity to develop self-confidence, trust and 

fairness.  As they get used to working “blind”, the problem of cheating fades.   

 

Activity: Awareness on Birds 

Date: during the reporting period 

Place: Nadukuppam, Pulichapallam, Puthurai, aravindar school, Gandhi school, Pudupakkam school 

No of Beneficiaries:  180 students 

 

As part of our Environment Education, all our eco clubs are given the basic awareness of the birds and the 

importance of the birds in the biodiversity.  The eco clubs are encouraged to watch closed in their village if 
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there is any incident happens such as killing the 

birds or shooting migration birds, immediately they 

report to the concern authority to save the birds 

live.  

Students from two eco club of our region saved the 

birds from the Narikuravar. A Narikurave, a man 

from gypsy community shots many migration birds 

in one of our village the students warned him not to 

kill the birds.  He continued to shoot the birds and 

sell them.  The students immediately reported to 

the Teacher and to the forest department. The 

Narikuravar was caught with many kokku in his bike 

and killing a crane is illegal. The man was surrounded by the eco club students and until the forest officer 

came.  He was taken to the forest department but his request was to be provide an alternative livelihood to 

support his family.   

Through such an experience, the student, the teachers and the environmental education team is faced with 

a controversial case-study through to find sustainable, Eco-friendly, people-friendly solutions. The children 

were given the phone numbers of the concern department where they can immediately report if they see 

any such incident happens in their village.   

 

Activity Name: My Tree Neighbors 

Place: Nadukuppam Pulichapallam and Pudupakkam  

Date: last week of October 

No. of beneficiaries: 16 students  

 

This particular activity is designed to improve the children observation skills and different seasons of the 

trees.  The students from 3 schools had a group discussion and selected 20 different types to observe the 

closely which seasons and which trees has flowers, fruits, seeds etc.,  We had 3 big chart and the trees 

names were written and placed on the board.  There is a place to mark in the right side of the chart where 

children can mark their observation.  The following trees were written on the chart such as Azadirachta 

indica (neem), Mimusops elengi, Peltophorum pterocarpum, Pongamia pinnata, Caesalpinia pulcherrima, 

Sterculia foatida, Citrus lemon, Tamarindus indica, Borassus flabellifer, Pithecellobium dulce etc.  
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Children already know the different flowers, seeds, fruits and which are related to the different seasons and 

clarified their doubts with the teachers regarding the trees names etc., 

We have started this investigation by observing closely to the trees either in their village or in the school 

campus. This group their observation for six months. And the students discuss about their observation in 

every month among others.  These children explain their works to other group. This trees observation study 

helped the students to group by their seasons.  Now this group is continuing their study for another season 

and then they will produce their study report. 

 

Activity Name: Students Eco Camp 

Date: 27th September to 30th of September  

Place: NEEC  

No of Beneficiary: 16 students from Veperi school 

 

16 students from Veperi Hr.Sec,School with 2 teachers participated a student’s eco camp at Nadukuppam for 

5 days as part of their NSS activities. The camp was inaugurated by the President of the PTA of Nadukuppam. 

With the help of the PTA and local people the students stayed at the NEEC campus and involved in different 

types of activities.  First day, the students were involved in the nursery activities such as compost mixing, 

sand filling in the nursery pocket etc. The students made 400 nursery pockets for the seedling.  The second 

day all the students had a village visit of Nadukuppam field to see the spirulina unit and Nadukuppam forest 

in the morning and they all had cleanup activity in the evening at the village temple area.  3rd day- the 

students were busy with making new beds at vegetable garden and path clearing work at Nadukuppam 

school with the gardener.  4th day –the students visited the Nadukppam forest, sand dune, salt production 

area in Marakkanam and Kadapakkam.  They have learnt about the importance of the different places in the 

bioregion.  

Students were engaged singing, drama, group games and sports in the evening. They all had plantation 

program in the last day at their school campus in Veperi Hr.Sec.School.  NSS coordinator, Education 

department and the local people were very happy to use the NEEC campus for the eco activities for the other 

school children. 

 

Employment Based Capacity Building 
 

 

Under the SEDAB Project, employment linked capacity building is provided in three streams, viz., Bamboo 

Products, Quilt production and Industrial technical training. Whereas the units responsible for providing 

Bamboo training, Beads production (instead of Quilt) and Industrial Technical Training (in Vanur block by 

Auroville Institute of Applied Technology have all been part of the SEDAB project since the beginning and 

their profiles already provided, the Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College, Keezhaputhupattu has 

been recently brought under the project to serve as the industrial technical training partner for the 

Marakkanam block.  A short note on this institute and its engagement with the project has been provided 

below for reference.  
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Beads Based Craft – Rio Unit 

 

Concept:  

 

Coloured glass beads based jewellery and accessories are much sought 

after by young women and adults alike and have a consistent market 

demand. These products are also used to make decorative items that 

form part of fashion accessory and jewellery in recent times. This 

enterprise taps into the existing market demand and utilizes the skills 

available with the local communities for the same. 

  

In all, 15 SHG’s women are identified from Kottakarai village for this 

enterprise. M/s Rio beads Auroville, provide technical training to this 

group. Beads based jewellery and home decorates material production 

training has been completed between February and June 2014. The unit 

started its production in June 2014 and between June and September it 

had produced 30 different products. The members of the SHG earned 

anywhere between 120 to 170 rupees per day as per their capacity to produce. Based on the production 

during the week, the women are provided a bonus up to Rs. 100 each week.  The unit has also registered 

with PF and ESI for all the employees of the unit. The raw material, production facility and the entire 

enterprise is managed by M/s Rio Beads Enterprises. There are 15 women who have been trained in the 

beads products and have been continuously improving their skills over the last 11 months. There are 

currently 5 shops selling the glass-bead products, and there 7 new products introduced over the last 3 

months that add to the total of 30 products. Still exploring possibilities International/Indian customer for 

marketing.  

 

Achievements:  

- Working with the newly trained batch has helped keep this Auroville unit alive, which was otherwise about 

to close. 

- The 15 women are satisfied with their work and attend on a regular basis. 

- The unit is now self sustainable. 

- Social interaction within the unit is good. 

 

Challenges: 

 Marketing has been a challenge; being handmade it is considered expensive.  

The training is happing in a temporary location which is necessary to vacate in January 2015.  
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Nandini – Rio, Beads Based Crafts 

Nandini, from Edyanchavadi is 18years old and has studied up to the 9th standard. “I am one of six daughters; 

I have sisters that are 7, 10, 11, 15, 16 and me being 18 years old. They are all in school, but I am not.” 

Nandini cycles to work every morning and hands over her earnings to her mother. She explains “My mother 

works when she can find some small jobs. My father is an alcoholic, so it is 

very difficult at home with the violence and so I was taken out of school to 

start working.” She explains that her father still drinks on a daily basis and 

that he has stopped going to work since over a year now.  

Nandini does not want to talk much about her work, but she explains that 

she is content to be here at Rio, “The work is easy enough, the group works 

well and I have nothing to complain about.” When asked about her dreams 

she laughs it off and says “I want my sisters to study, what else would I 

dream for? Thats what I spend my days earning for and give it to my mother 

to pay back the loans. So I have no wishes for myself.” When talking about 

her childhood further, Nandini shares that she has always wanted to be a 

teacher for children of a younger age-group, “Maybe kids below the 5th 

standard would have been nice to teach. I think one of my sisters hopes is to 

become a nurse, so for her we can still try.” 

Nandini is reluctant to talk about marriage or about her future. She says “If you must know, I am one and 

there are five others, so I don’t want to marry because there are already so many difficulties at home, why 

now? I can’t marry now anyways.” She then adds, “But anyways, if I had to choose my only request would be 

that he should not have the habit of drinking.” Nandini makes about Rs. 160 a day. 

Kalaivani – Rio, Beads Based Crafts 

Kalaivani has studied till the 10th standard and cycles to work at Rio every day from Edyanchavadi. Her 

mother does not work, and her father is a mason but does not work regularly due to his alcohol problem. 

“Because my father drinks a lot, he gets upset when my mother works and makes some money that she 

won’t give him, so he tells her to just stay at home,” explains Kalaivani. “That’s why I didn’t study, because 

there was not enough at home and because my father was causing problems so I went looking for work.”  

The work with Rio is not necessarily easy, each piece takes its time, but Kalaivani says that the making things 

with beads is good and that she is happy to spend her day here. “My parents have moved to another village 

with the rest of my brother who is 21 and sister who is 22 and both studied only  till the 9th and 12th 

standard. They didn’t visit me since I was married and so my husband's family is very upset with them.” 

Kalaivani says she makes about Rs. 120 per day and hands over all her salary to her husband. 

“My dream has always been, since I was a child, to play sports because I am good at it. Any sports, so I then 

wanted to become a sports teacher. I even found a job in Puducherry, but it was too far so I was not allowed 

to go.” Kalaivani shares that she is happy working with Rio, but if she had it her way she would be teaching 

students sports. “I just got married last year and my husband is a good man and does not drink so much. I 

want a girl because his family already has so many boys so they want me to have a girl.”  
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Auroville Institute of Applied Technology – Vanur Block 

 

The AIAT's central mission is to provide education and training to enhance opportunities for employability. It 

supports children from disadvantaged group, such as those who have dropped out of other educational 

programs for various reasons, to have a potential to grow if he has the right opportunity, the right 

environment and the right treatment or approach as per their talent.  AIAT empowers students to cultivate 

respect for self and others by offering opportunities for life-long personal and social development both 

within and beyond the classroom. The students are then provided help from the school to find job 

placements.  

Surya – Auroville Institute for Applied Technology 

Surya is 18 years old and has studied up till the 10th grade. She then 

joined the Auroville Institute for Applied Technology to study Data 

Processing Computer Applications and HTML. She has now been 

working at Focus in Puducherry for one year, mainly using the 

Photoshop and animation skills that she had learnt from AIAT. She 

explains that she has no father in her life and her mother is at home 

taking care of the household, so her income is useful and her sister is 

currently in AIAT hoping for the same opportunities. “AIAT helped me 

find a job, and now I earn about Rs. 5000 a month  and I get my travel 

costs covered. The benefits are good.” Surya explains that some of the 

lesson she learnt at AIAT have been useful in the work sphere, “I was 

scared but I got more confidence through the course. For my life it is helpful because I am not how I was 

before. I can talk confidently in an interview and I feed freer.” Surya shares that she hopes to take another 

computer course one day to be able to open her own shop. “Maybe in about 7years I will be able to do this if 

I work towards it. The salary I make right now is useful for my family, we are even saving Rs.2000 monthly.” 

Jayachandran – Auroville Institute for Applied Technology 

Jayachandran is 18 years old and studied up till the 10th grade. He 

attended the Auroville Institute for Applied Technology and now has 

graduated and is working as an electrician with Hydro S&S Industries 

Unlimited, earning about Rs. 6,000 monthly. “My work mostly involves 

maintenance electrician jobs, such as fixing the lighting and fans. I learnt 

these skills from AIAT about the full wiring of a house. I also learnt other 

skills, like how to speak as call service and how to service a cell phone. 

This is useful at home as a repair my friends and families cell phones. 

However, I do not make any money off fixing phones.” Jayachandran 

explains that he got a scholarship to attend AIAT. He says he is fine with 

working where he is right now, as it is a useful additional income, but he 
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explains “I hope to earn more one day, I want a better salary, but first I need to develop more skills by 

continuing to work where I am.” 

Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College – Marakkanam Block 

Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College (SVRCC) is a community college providing vocational guidance 

and job opportunity to youngsters who have failed or 

passed with low marks in their high school exams, and 

are staring at bleak prospects for a career as they are 

not well-to-do. These youngsters need a viable 

alternative to the formal education channels, which 

for them are closed. 

SVRCC addresses the problem of this large proportion 

of India’s young population by providing them 

education that makes them employable in more 

senses than one viz. vocational skilling, work culture 

and character. The approach of SVRCC is to design and deliver vocational guidance that can yield multiple 

benefits and in the process support our nation’s balanced growth. 

Specifically, the institution works for the following results: 

1. Channel the youth power of India into productive 

pursuits that train the mind as much as the hand 

and the body. 

2. Get the employable resources needed in massive 

numbers for India’s industrial growth plans and 

the ambitious economic program. 

3. Distribute the fruits of India’s growth wider and 

across all strata of the population. 

4. Stop and over a period of time reverse the huge 

surge of people from villages and small towns to 

metros and big cities in search of employment 

and livelihood. 

SVRCC is run with vision by Sadguru Sri Gnanananda Seva Trust, a not-for-profit registered trust with 15 

trustees. The Trust is registered under the Indian Trusts Act and Section 12AA of the Income Tax Act. The 

trustees are fully committed and capable. Trusteeship is honorary. 

In the last six years (Jul’08 to Jun’14) the College has trained 6 batches of students and placed them in jobs of 

their choice. A total of 520 young men and women graduating from the College are now working in different 

industries and businesses, and have consistently impressed their employers with their zeal, result orientation 

and unbound energy. At present SVRCC offers yearlong courses in eight disciplines from which the 

youngsters make choices depending upon their interest and capability.  
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Courses conducted at present 

 Computer Hardware Servicing & Net-working 

 Refrigeration & Air-conditioning 

 Automobile Mechanism 

 Electrical Wiring 

 Plumbing Technology 

 Housekeeping 

 Accounting and Office Management 

 Nursing Assistance 

 

SVRCC brings about transformation of the personality and character of every student– from a defeatist, 

sullen and recalcitrant mind-set to a winning, positive and purposeful outlook. This is the unique 

differentiator of SVRCC vis-à-vis similar professional training institutions. During this year 2013-14 nearly 120 

students were enrolled for training in the college, of whom, 38 students were found eligible for assistance 

under SEDAB Scheme, as per details given in the table below: 

Sr. No. Course Title Duration No. of 

students 

1 Diploma in Computer Hardware Servicing 1 year 8 

2 Diploma in Computerized Accounting 

Management 

- do - 6 

3 Diploma in Health Assistant - do - 6 

4 Diploma in Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning 

Technology 

- do - 9 

5 Diploma in Four Wheeler Mechanism - do - 2 

6 Diploma in House & Industrial Wiring 6 Months 7 

 Total  38 

 

Placements:  The College makes them ready for the 

workplace with a well-structured course that gives equal 

weight to conceptual knowledge and practical 

application. Local experts and prospective 

employers are involved in deciding the content, to make 

sure that the graduates get the benefit of practical 

insight in the profession chosen.  By virtue of its 

strong industrial partnership with various service and 

industrial sector agencies, the college has been 
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successful in providing placement to all its students. 

Profile of Students being Trained 2014 – 2015 

Total Number Of Students 

 

Year Total Number of Students 

2014-2015 250 

 

Gender 

Year Male Female Total 

2014-2015 212 38 250 

 

Age 

 

Year Below 18 18 - 22 23 - 26 27 - 30 31 - Above Total 

2014-2015 114 112 19 2 3 250 

 

 

EDUCATIONAL  QUALIFICATION 

 

Year Below 10th 10th Passed 12th Passed Degree Total 

2014-2015 82 103 59 5 250 

 

Monthly Family Income 

 

Year Below – 1,000 1,000 – 2,000 2,000 – 3,000 3,000 - Above Total 

2014-2015 2 3 10 235 250 

Job Placement (Course Wise) 

 

Year Name of the Course No. of 

Students 

Employed 

 

Higher 

Education  

Total 

2013-2014 

DCAM- Diploma in 

Computerised 

Accounting Management 

15 12 1 13 

DFWM – Diploma in Four 

Wheeler Mechanism 

19 13 6 19 

DRAT – Diploma in 

Refrigeration and Air-

Conditioning Technology 

28 28 - 28 

DHA – Diploma in Health 

Assistant 

11 6 2 8 
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Jayashri - Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College 

Jayashri is now 18 years old and comes from 

Vandipalayam and has studied at the SVRCC 

Accounting course. “My sister studied before me, so 

she was encouraging. I finished my 12th standard and 

then came here.” Jayashri's parents earn about 5 

thousand put together, her father is a tailor. She says 

“we learnt a lot of different things during our course, 

what I remember is the Life Skills and Yoga and Tally 

accounting that was particularly useful. We learnt also 

about Office Management which has taught me skills that I now understand the use for – like punctuality, 

dress code and behavior. I used to come to school late a lot and it took me long to learn. But now I am 

always on time to work and I understand the importance. I earn about 4.5 thousand a month which is useful 

for my family.” Jayashri says she wants to learn more about accounting and hopes to one day become an 

Accounting Officer. She participated in the 8 month course and then in an internship facilitated by the school 

for 3months after which her placement was also facilitated by the school. “Whatever we learnt about life 

skills, like anger management, we learnt to face our challenges with courage and be bold. Its up to us to face 

our problems.”   

Ajee - Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College 

Ajee is 19 years old and comes from Pudupet. “We 

are only three in my family, my mother and brother 

are there but my father died in an accident.” Ajee 

came to SVRCC to study nursing after completing her 

12th standard. “I was a good student before and 

also when I was here at SVRCC. But also with the 

support from good teachers here I can now speak 

confidently. My work now gives me a salary of about 

4thousand.” She explains how her family is 

supportive, even with the late night shifts at her 

work placement. “The biggest difference with other 

students from different nursing programs is that we have also learnt other skills here, which helps in how I 

speak and organize myself and my work tools daily.” however, Ajee explains that she does not always want 

to work as a nurse. “My real ambition is to be a teacher. I studied nursing because this was what my father 

had dreamed for me, so when he died I chose to do this. But now I hope to also study to become a teacher.” 

Ajee joined the SVRCC course just ten days after her father's passing, she was not even 18 yet and so did not 

receive her share of her father's will. With the help of the college she is now getting access to her 

inheritance. 
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Rajesh - Swami Vivekananda Rural Community College 

Rajesh is 23 years old and lives close to the SVRCC so he came to study 

to become an Air-conditioning Mechanic. “I failed 10th grade so I 

thought to learn how to drive a vehicle, but then I heard about this 

course and came here instead. I have a brother, but my mother passed 

away. The principal and sir here are like my parents.” He explains that 

he learnt many things here -listing them as yoga, communications, 

English, life skills, and confidence building. He works as a mechanic 

now, “It may sound silly, but I learnt things like to ask before entering a 

home, before I would have just walked in impolitely.” Rajesh's dream is 

to one day own his own shop where he could employ about 5 people. 

He explains, “I am asking in my community to see the need and identify customers.” 

 


